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----Adams named
to MSU Board
of Regents
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Bill Adams grew up living
within walking distance of
Murray State University. He
Murray Training
attended
School. His parents worked
there at different times. He and
his siblings attended the college.
as his childid
dren
He
later.
worked as a
faculty
member, and
he has since
been
involved as a
supporter of
41
the universiAdams
ty.
Now, he'll add another role to
his university-rich history having been appointed by Gov.
Ernie Fletcher to the MSU
Board of Regents.
Born in Louisville, Adams
moved to Murray as a 5-yearold. He spent three years at
Murray State, including one as a
walk-on football player, before
transferring to the University of
Kentucky, where he earned his
bachelor's degree in civil engineering in 1970. He was a graduate assistant from 1974 to 1975
while he earned his master's
degree in industrial management
from MSU. Hie prettaliikr•mre
years as an assistant professor of
construction and civil engineering at the university.
-As a student, athlete, teacher
and graduate of Murray State
University — and a lifelong citizen of the city of Murray Is
well — we are very fortunate to
have Bill agree to serve on the
Murray Board of Regents," said
and
Finance
Kentucky
Administration Secretary and
Murray businessman Robbie
Rudolph. "As a good friend of
Bill's for 20 years, I know his
passion for Murray State and the
region it serves."
Calling MSU an educational
and economic engine for western Kentucky, Adams wants to
help keep the university at the
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I understand the
d d importa
nce of
the university to this
region. I want to
keep it viable...

I7
— Bill Adams
msu Board of Regents
member
forefront of the region. He
brings a business mind to the
board as he is president of his
own construction company.
which he established in 1987.
He previously had interests in
other local construction companies.
"I understand the importance
of the university to this region. I
want to help keep it viable."
Adams said. "I'm just one board
member, but we'll do all we can
to make that happen."
The governor is responsible
for appointing eight members to
six-year terms. Collectively,
they should represent the state's
registered
of
proportion
Democratic and Republican voters. Only two members can
reside in the same county. The
board also includes a faculty.
staff and student representative.
Last year. Fletcher appointed
two Republicans — Murray's
Vickie Travis and Alan Stout
from Crittenden County. Peggy
Hays from Christian County and
Beverly Ford are the two other
governor-appointed members
from the GOP.
Chair Don Sparks of Graves
County and members Olivia
Burr from McCracken County
and Marilyn Buchanon of
Livingston County are the
Democrats appointed.
Adams is appointed to
replace Marshall County JudgeExecutive Mike Miller, who former Gov. Paul Patton appointed
to the board in 1999. Miller and

NATHAN CLINKENBEARD/Ledger & Times photo

The
Before entering the sanctuary, members of Hardin Baptist Church mingle with each other in the lobby.
church began worship services in its new facility Sunday.

New church part of larger
vision for Hardin Baptist
1„1-

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
HARDIN, Ky. — Hardin Baptist
Church ministers have a vision that goes
her in a
tity4wayw
gatiorc anormcon
ririos i
p is:t seeing
o
:
to need more space.
The new sanctuary has 750-plus seats
— more than double the 350 places in the
30-year-old building. They also hope to
add another service to its new 8:45 and
10:30 Sunday morning schedule.
-There's still people in the area that
haven't been reached — a lot of people in
the area who haven't been reached," said
Brian Foley, Hardin Baptist's minister of
media and technology.
Church members moved from the old
building tucked away in Hardin to the
new structure on U.S. 641 North Sunday
morning. The 37,000-square foot facility
is the first of seven buildings envisioned
on the 36-acre property.
The new campus has been in its planning stage for five or six years, and actual construction has been taking place for
about two years. While a general contrac-
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JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

641
Pictured is the new sign that marks Hardin Baptist Church along U.S.
North in Hardin.
construction
tor was on hand, much of the work was building and move from the
done by church volunteers.
"It's pretty exciting to get in the new •See Page 2A

•See Page 2A

Region's high heat
puts demands on WA
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)Demand on the Tennessee
Valley Authority power grid has
been at near-record levels for
four straight days, an agency
spokesman said Sunday.
exceeded
has
Demand
29.000 megawatts for four
straight days for the first time in
history, Brooks Clark said.
The last time demand was
over 29,000 megawatts on consecutive days was Jan. 23-24,
2003. At that time, the all-time
winter peak was set at 29,866
megawatts.
Saturday's demand was
29,346 megawatts. a record for a
Saturday. The old standard was
27,342 on Jan. 18, 2003.
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times photo
"If this weather continues,
in the cool waters of the swimming pool at we'll probably have an all-time
relaxing
by
heat
the
beat
to
chose
that
those
of
one
was
Neal Sullivan
alone; dozens of people flocked to the water to avoid a peak demand (today)," Clark
Murray-Calloway County Central Park on Sunday. He wasn't
heat index of more than 100 degrees during the weekend.

said. The number will probably
go up because industries will be
operating after cutbacks over the
weekend.
power
all-time
TVA's
demand record is 29,966
megawatts set July 13. 2004.
The figure for Sunday's
demand was to be officially
available today.
"It's been remarkable, especially for a weekend," Clark
said.
TVA. based in Knoxville,
serves about 8.5 million consumers in Tennessee and parts of
Mississippi,
Alabama,
Kentucky. Georgia. North
Carolina and Virginia. It has 158
power distributors.
Highs generally were in the
90s across the TVA region this
weekend.
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Smaller universities
getting into lobbying
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Following the lead of the state's
larger universities, Kentucky's
smaller public colleges are
employing lobbyists to plead
their causes in Washington.
Morehead State University,
with about 8,000 students, has
signed an $86,671 deal with a
Frankfort firm run by former
aides to Gov. Ernie Fletcher and
Republican Congressman Hal
Rogers.
The Kentucky Community
and Technical College System
has renewed a $155,000 deal
with a Washington firm with
connections to House Majority
Leader Tom DeLay.
The University of Kentucky,
Western Kentucky University
and the University of Louisville
— have used lobbyists for years.
Last year. they reported spending a combined $450,000 on
federal lobbying that went to
firms that employ former congressmen, White House aides
and others.
Critics 'find the sight of so
much college money flowing to
political operatives disturbing.
"It's an unbelievable, an
egregious amount, that we spend
on these revolving-door lobbyists who get rich off their stints
in public service," said Richard
Beliles, chairman of Common
Cause of Kentucky. a watchdog
group. "The universities want tO
be players in Washington. and.
as they have discovered, you

have to pay to play."
Universities, like any modern
American business, had better
"come to grips with the nature of
hard-boiled politics," said Ernie
Yanarella, UK political scientist
and chairman of the university's
Senate-Council.
"Higher education has, over
the last five or 10 years, learned
that in a situation of shrinking
resources, those institutions who
are best able to convey their
agenda in these political forums
are the most likely to get additional revenues," Yanarella said.
University officials say federal lobbying is a smart investment, given a continued drop in
state support for higher education.
The Kentucky Community
and Technical College System
awarded its first lobbying contract last year to The Federalist
Group in Washington, which
specializes in corporate advocacy, public relations and "grass
roots" campaigns for clients in
the weapons. banking, energy
and telecommunications industries.
Tim Burcham, vice president
of the state's community and
technical college system, said
The Federalist Group helped the
system land $500,000 for its
Center of Excellence in

NOTICE
• Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet at
7 p.m on Tuesday at the
Weaks Community Center.
The agenda for, the meeting
includes county board and
personnel appointments, a
resolution accepting more
roads into the county maintenance system and an opportunity for public comments.
• The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees will meet at 11:30
a.m. Wednesday in the hospital's board room. The agenda
includes comments from
Kentucky Hospital Association
President Mike Rust and
Dennis Norvell of the Angels
Clinic.
• The Murray-Calloway
County Airport Board will
meet Aug. 1 at the airport at 6
p.m. Dinner will be provided.
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.
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Automotive
Manufacturing;
$400,000 for its Allied Health
Education
programs; and
$100,000 for a historic restoration project in Jefferson County.
Morehead State University
signed an $86,671 deal with
Roll
Call
Strategies
of
Frankfort. Roll Call was founded just a few months ago by Jeff
Speaks, a former aide in Rogers'
congressional office, and John
McCarthy, one-time Fletcher
aide and past chairman of the
state Republican Party.
Speaks and McCarthy guaranteed Morehead officials faceto-face meetings not only with
the Kentucky delegation, but
also with key members of appropriations committees.
"It's a matter of helping universities, or whoever you're
working with, know what's
going on," Speaks said. "It's an
edge in information, in an
understanding of the process."
Michael Hail, Morehead's
special assistant to the president,
said he had that kind of help in
mind when he awarded the contract.
"We've never done this
before, so you may have to give
me a year or two before I can tell
you exactly what we'll see out
of it," said Hail, who also teaches political science.

NATHAN CLINKENBEARD/Ledger & Times photo
The state-of-the-art sanctuary at Hardin Baptist Church can seat more than 800 people.
Two screens on each side help the worship along with lyrics to songs and other messages for people to read.
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state to use it for what it's there
for," Foley said.
Hundreds of the church's
1,400 members gathered at the,
old building Sunday morning
before carvaning over to the new
location. The hot weather interrupted the plan to walk the 1.2
miles that separates the two
locations.
David Lampkins, Murray
resident and longtime church
member, said Hardin Baptist
welcomes anyone. Many college
students attend as do others who
moved from other churches.
All the while, he said, they
form a family.
"The biggest difference is
that there hasn't been any difference," Lampkins said. "We're
such a tight community and we
continue to move forward. We
still have plans to keep growing
here, serving a better capacity
with the Lord leading us."
Initially, the new building
will have two services — one
less than what was required to fit
everyone into the old sanctuary.
"It's just like daylight and
dark," longtime member Barney
Thweatt said. "Now the old
building is beautiful too, but we
really had to go to a new facility
with the three services we
have."

three two-year terms on the
Murray City Council from 1996
Brent Thompson were the other to 2000 and again in 2002; spent
Democrats considered for the eight years on the Murray
appointment.
Independent
Board
of
Attempts to reach Murray Education, starting in 1976; had
State President Dr. King two tenures on the MurrayAlexander for comments were Calloway County Chamber of
unsuccessful as of .ptess time Commerce Board of Directors,
this morning.
' "
serving as president in 1993:
On Thursday. Adams had a was a member of the Murray
conversation with Gov. Fletcher, Planning Commission; and conwho was in town to be the tinues to serve on the local board
keynote speaker at the annual for Union Planters Bank.
chamber of commerce banquet,
Adams and his wife,
about the appointment and was Genevieve, attend First Baptist
officially notified late Friday Church, where is a deacon and
afternoon. He said the varied Sunday school teacher and
connections to the university he serves on committees. They
brings to the board will help him have two children — Chip
Staff
writer
Nathan
serve the MSU community.
Adams, who is an attorney, and Clinkenbeard contributed to this
"The success of the universi- Courtney Vanover, a teacher.
story.
ty is attributed to people who
"Bill Adams has shown outlove the university." Adams standing leadership in Murray as
said. "The people who come to a member of the city council,
work here and serve here are president of the Chamber of
concerned about personal touch. Commerce and a member of the
I want the university to maintain Murray Board of Education,"
that approach."
Fletcher said. "We appreciate
Locally, Adams has served his willingness to serve his comon numerous boards. He served munity and the state in this new
capacity."
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JOHN WRIGriT Ledger & Times photo
Pictured is the main sign and a spire of the former Hardin
Baptist Church location in downtown Hardin.
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WEATHER
Tonight will be
clear and hot.
HIGH:
Tuesday will be
mostly sunny
with highs in the
mid 90s.
LOW: Tuesay night
will be partly
cloudy with lows
in the mid 70s.
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in•sur•ance.
The protection and peace of mind you get from the
trends you can depend on at State Auto.
It's as basic as A-B-C.
You're proud of your family. your home, your car. You
want the best protection for them that money can buy.
And exceptional same-day contact claim service.* You get
it through an independent agent representing State Auto.
Friends you can depend on

Van
Ha‘erstock

Kim
Phillips

John
Williams

HAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE AGENCY
211 S. 12th St.• Murray •753-3415
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STATE AUTO'
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JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
Pictured is the new Hardin Baptist Church site, located on U.S. 641
North.

Vacation
lible School
Jump in the RV and join us as we cruise across the USA
for an adventure-filled getaway. We'll be visiting
Washington, D.C.; Chicago, Illinois; Lebanon, Kansas,
Yellowstone National Park; and Knott's Berry Farm as
we cruise to our final destination — a relationship with
Jesus
On this exciting road trip, you will experience thrilling
Bible stories, awesome crafts, music for the road,
energizing snacks, and fun recreation.

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield
View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.com

The road trip begins:

July 25-29 • 6:00-8:30 p.m.

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
617 SOUTH 9TH ST

Insurance Companies

(*excluding catastrophic events)

' 1111 • lam NW • WI • MI • MI
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For more Information call: 753-7599

1-800-363-4720

WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
•Free In-Home Estimates
•Financing Available
•Window Blinds
•Professional Installation
•100°./.:, Satisfaction Guarantee
•All Maior Brands of Ceramic,
Carpet, Vinyl, Hardwood.
Laminate and Commercial
Flooring
CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE!
Office. (866)936-6600
Cell (270)293-8086
www shopathomprynoi,
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Egypt attack probe widens
SHARM EL-SHE1K, Egypt
(AP) — Police investigators
said today that they were sParching for six Pakistani men as the
probe into the weekend's terrorist attack at this Red Sea resort
widened.
Police were circulating photographs of the six, who have
apparently been missing since
before the attacks, at checkpoints in and around this southern Sinai resort city. An
Associated Press correspondent
who saw the images said the
men appeared to be between the
ages of 20 and 30.
of
The
involvement
Pakistanis in the attack in Sharrn
el-Sheik would be unprecedented, as non-Egyptians have rarely
been linked to attacks here. It
would also be extremely difficult for a group of young
Pakistanis not to be noticed in
Sharm, one of the heaviest
policed cities in Egypt and a
favorite place of residence for
President Hosni Mubarak.
An official at the Pakistan
AP Photo
Embassy in Cairo said his
el-Sheik,
Sharm
in
Hotel
Gardens
Ghazala
d
destroye
the
of
view
outside
embassy was in contact with Shown is an
this Egyptian Red Sea
Egyptian authorities over the Egypt today. A rapid series of explosions killed 88 people in
shop.
coffee
issue of the missing Pakistanis.
resort on Saturday, devastating a mall, a luxury hotel and a
"But they have not officially
into whether the six men had Pakistanis, if proven, would also people.
informed us that the Pakistanis
Police took DNA samples
any involvement in carrying out increase suspicions that Osama
are suspected of involvement in
bin Laden's al-Qaida may have from the parents of the five Taba
deadEgypt's
attack,
s
Saturday'
the bombing. They are only saybeen involved in the attacks. suspects to compare with bodies
liest ever.
ing: 'We are searching for them.
DNA The Saudi-born bin Laden is found at the Ghazala, a police
to
conduct
were
Police
We cannot trace them,"' said
militant official said in el-Arish, where
among
testing on the remains of a sui- popular
Khalid Ahmed, a counselor at
known the parents were briefly
is
and
groups
Pakistani
that
car
in
a
found
bomber
cide
the Pakistani mission.
areas detained.
tribal
in
rammed into the Ghazala to enjoy support
"It is very difficult for us to
Egyptian authorities porborder.
Afghan
the
to
close
Bay,
in
Naama
Gardens Hotel
confirm whether any Pakistani
the Taba bombings as an
trayed
On Sunday, security officials
the city's main tourist area, early
was in Sharm el-Sheik but it is
of the Israeliextension
to
appeared
bombers
the
said
blasts
Saturday. Two other
possible that someone may have
the hotel have entered Sharm in two pick- Palestinian conflict, rather than
neat
car
park
a
rocked
been there. I have a strong belief
militant
and an area about two miles up trucks loaded with explosives a homegrown Islamic
that Pakistanis cannot be
hidden under vegetables and movement or an al-Qaida-linked
Market.
Old
the
called
away
involved in terrorism here," he
a
said
According to local hospitals, that police were searching for operation. They
said.
bombings three suspects believed to have Palestinian who died in the
s
pre-dawn
Saturday'
Many Pakistanis use Egypt as
Bedouins
killed at least 88 people; Egypt's survived the bombings. It was attacks had recruited
a route to travel to Europe to
bombthe
plot
to
Egyptians
and
linking
were
police
if
unclear
the
death
put
Health Ministry
find jobs, he said. Last week,
ings.
six
the
to
toll at 64. Hospitals said the those three in any way
police arrested between 40 and
But the sophistication of the
include Pakistanis being sought.
the ministry count does not
in
Pakistanis
45
bombings — and their
Sharm
miliBefore the attacks, the
body parts.
of a number of sets of
city
Mediterranean
on the heels of two
timing
off
numbers
serial
rubbed
tants
At least one American was
Alexandria for being illegal
the trucks' engines, the officials rounds of explosions in London
killed.
immigrants.
of a wider
If independently confirmed, said. Such serial numbers had — raised worries
Police have detained more
connection and
nal
internatio
invesEgyptian
clue
key
a
been
Pakistanis
of
nt
involveme
any
than 70 people in Sharm and
links.
would suggest that those behind tigators had used to track down possible al-Qaida
other parts of the Sinai
rival claims of responsiTwo
vehicle
similar
behind
those
a
to
belong
bombings
s
Saturday'
Peninsula during the investigability have emerged for the
much wider terror network than bombings last October against
Sharm bombings, but neither
tion, which is also following diftwo resorts,further qcgttiria
statement could be authenticatferent threads. inehldiMOHNIMMI4
R
Arad:
,
Taba
Peninsula
Sinai
Until We
J4.fleW"t'Snit
1‘41
4
ed. One was by the Abdullah
ble Palestinian involvement and Monday, suspicions had prima- Shitan.
whether the attacks were linked rily focused on a Sinai-based
were also Azzam Brigades of al-Qaida in
Investigators
to last October's bombings in network thought responsible for examining whether the suicide Syria and Egypt, which also
at claimed responsibility for the
two other Sinai resorts.
bombings in the area last bomber who set off the blast
The investigators, who spoke October that also targeted tourist the Ghazala was one of five sus- October bombings. The other
unknown
only on condition of anonymity sites.
pects still at large from the was by the previously
Egypt.
of
Warriors
Holy
34
killed
because of the sensitivity of the
The involvement of the October attacks that
inquiry, said they are looking

Police hold
three suspects
after attacks
LONDON (AP)— London police have three suspects in custody after last week's failed terrorist strikes but say they are looking for more because investigators believe a wide network of alQaida-linked operatives staged the attacks. The family of a
Brazilian man killed by police threatened legal action.
The network officials are trying to roll up could include bomb
makers and those who coached the young suicide attackers
before their mission, according to police.
Investigators were also pursuing leads that seemed to indicate
a link between the unsuccessful attacks on July 21 — when
bombs only partially detonated — and the suicide bombings two
weeks earlier which killed the four bombers and 52 other people.
Metropolitan Police Commissioner Sir Ian Blair said he
believed al-Qaida terrorists were involved in both attacks.
"The way in which al-Qaida operates is not a sort of classic
cell structure," Blair told Britain's Sky News television on
Sunday. "It has facilitators, so we're looking for the bomb makers, we're looking for the chemists, we're looking for the financiers, we're looking for the people who groomed these young
people, so it will be a wide network that we're trying to penetrate."
Asked if the two attacks were connected. Blair said "we have
no proof that they are linked, but clearly there is a pattern here."
Two men were arrested in London's southern Stockwell
neighborhood on Friday under Britain's anti-terrorism laws, the
Terrorism Act 2000. A third man was arrested under the same legislation in nearby Tulse Hill on Saturday. All three are being held
-on suspicion of the commission, instigation or preparation of
acts of terrorism" for the unsuccessful, July 21 attacks.
Blair said police were "still anxious for any sighting of the
four individuals" whose images were released after being spotted
on surveillance camera footage fleeing the scenes of the failed
bombings, suggesting that none of the four are among the men
now in custody .
Police were reportedly investigating whether some of the July
21 suspects may have visited the same Welsh whitewater rafting
center as two of the July 7 suicide bombers.
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THANK YOtoU,
the
I would like to extend my sincere thanks
Murray Fire Department, all our friends, and the many
people who were there to help us during the recent fire
at our business.
I am happy to say that with everyone's helit we are
up and running as usual. We are at the sate location,
SOS Coldwater toad in Murray, and look forward to
serving you.
Cooper Thanks again,
TIRES
Keith Fain
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Warehouse Tire
808 Coldwater
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Sunni member Ali alMishhedani said the others were
absent because they lived too far
from Baghdad or had other personal commitments. He said the
others were expected in
Baghdad later in the day.
Saleh al-Mutlaq, another
Sunni member, said the Sunnis
would meet Tuesday to review
the charter's preliminary draft
Meanwhile, the minibus
attacktargeted a checkpoint outside the Sadeer Hotel. The victims were believed to have been
Iraqi private security guards
employed by the hotel. The
dawn blast was followed by
bursts of automatic weapons
fire.
In March, Abu Musab alZarqawi's Al-Qaida in Iraq
group purportedly posted a
video on a Web site showing a
huge explosion at the Sadeer
Hotel that killed four.
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Routine Eye Exams Only $39
Frames & Lenses 25% Off
(Must Prestat Catipme • No Other Discounts AWL'
Expires 8/31/051

Eyecare Specialties
308 S. 12th St. • 759-2500
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Sunni members end boycott, killing continues
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
Sunni Arab members of a committee drafting Iraq's new constitution ended their boycott
today, six days after they walked
out to protest the assassinations
of two fellow Sunni constitution
framers.
Their decision lifted., the
threat that the country's new
constitution would be a product
of only two of three major Iraqi
ethnic and religious groups,
leaving out the Sunni Arabs who
form the core of the insurgency
and thus failing to provide a
hope for a political exit from the
incessant violence gripping the
AP Photo
country.
n behind
The killing continued today, Smoke rises from a suicide bomber's explosio
,
with a suicide minibus bomb the 14th of Ramadan mosque in downtown Baghdad
early
minibus
used
a
d
once
detonate
hotel
a
outside
attack
Iraq. A suicide car bomber
by American contractors killing Monday at a checkpoint near the Sadeer Hotel, once used
at least 12 people and injuring at by American contractors and frequently targeted by
least 18, hospital officials and
injuring
Insurgents, killing at least five other people and
police said.
That followed a truck bomb at least 12.
morning at the
attack outside a Baghdad police overnight. That was the dead- leagues Monday
said Baqir
meeting,
or
station Sunday that killed at liest single attack in Iraq in a closed-do
Humam
to
secretary
i,
Hanunoud
whom
week.
least 39 people, many of
the head of the
i,
Hammoud
the
on
died
Sunnis
but
12
blast
the
of
initial
Six
the
survived
from their bums in the hospital committee rejoined their col- committee.
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Hutchens Professional Building
300 Maple Street
Murray, ICV 42071
Phone (270) 753-4LAW (4529)
• Criminal Defense & DUI's
• Divorce & Family Law
• Bankruptcy--Chapter 7
• Mediation
• Auto Accidents
"Integrity and Experience workingfor you."

KIPSIGNMENT SALE
IMMEDIATE PAYOUT!!!
MAYFIELD
July 22 & 23 Drop Off
July 26 - 30• Shopping Plaza

PADUCAH
Aug.5 & 6 Drop Off
Aug.9 - 20 ,fleis115-171• Gores -1,one Oak Rd.

Sign up Today! 270-247-8929
wwwkidsignment.net
The Only Air Conditioned Sale
no waiting!
Money & clothing ready for pick up al end ofsale —

The

SIMPLE Retirement Answer For Small Businesses

annuity designed
Woodmen's SIMPLE IRA Plan is an individual retirement
expensive retirement
especially for small business owners. It is one of the least
administration.
plans available, featuring easy set-up and low-cost
way to provide retireAsk your local Woodmen representative about a SIMPLE
employees.
your
to
ment benefits

1 WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
`4%." LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

0

HOME OFFICE: OMAHA. NEBRASKA
www.woodenein.com

Shelia Crouse
330 C.C. Lowry Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197
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ALL SPRING & SUMMER MERCHANDISE
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Shoes - 1/2 Price
Large Selection of Shoes - only $20
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FORUM
What's good in
the Merit System
FRANKFORT - In the nearly three months since a
Transportation Cabinet whistleblower delivered to the attorney
general stacks of documents
alleging the Fletcher administration has
been basing
personnel
actions
under the
state Merit
System
almost wholly on politics. I, like
many, have
Agree Or tried to
Not
understand
By Todd Duvall what appears
Syndicated
to be an
Columnist
obsession
among high
administration officials with undermining
the basis of the state's civil
service system.
Ignorance would be in part
understandable. It has been
three decades since the last
Republican state administration,
and that governor. Louie B.
Nunn. himself got carried away
in his zeal to replace Democrats
with Republicans in Merit
System jobs. Nunn's Democrat
successor, Wendell Ford, had
the privilege of finding the
money to pay court judgments
for those fired or transferred or
demoted for political reasons.
There also is a degree of
arrogance involved. Democrat
John Y. Brown Jr. arrived more
than 20 years ago. a successful
entrepreneur with a decidedly
low regard for government and
its employees. He brought into
top jobs other\rccessful businessmen and entrepreneurs with
similar attitudes. Running state
government like a business,
they treated personnel rules and
regulations as if they didn't
apply to them. Brown's
Democrat successor, Martha
Layne Collins, got to find the
mone to pay millions in court
judgments over Brown's "business-like" approach to governing.
Inexperience — "amateur
night at the Roxey" was one
way I put it last month — could
play a large role in what is
unfolding as a potentially serious impediment to Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's bid for re-election in
2007.
But a recent incident involving a member of the State
Personnel Board, itself charged
with protecting the Merit
System. left me speechless and
shaking my head at the sheer
magnitude of incompetence on
display in Fletcher's office.
Ann Aukerman is a 2I-year
state Merit System employee
chosen last year by the Board to
fill a vacancy involving one of
two Merit Sy stem employees
who ser\ e on the board.

Aukerman is a Republican.
She voted for Fletcher.
And sometime after the
abuse allegations were made
and it became clear the
Personnel Board would be
involved in the investigation,
she received a request to call a
news reporter. On a document
detailing the responsibilities of
the Personnel Board, Aukerman
wrote down what she would say
to reporters.
"I am raising my 2 sons to
love God, respect our country,
& to stand up for what they
believe in. That's what I intend
to do. I love the merit system!"
Fletcher's office said the note
showed "admitted bias" by
Aukerman, and Fletcher's new
general counsel,(the lawyer the
taxpayers provide Fletcher as a
matter of course), Jim Deckard,
presented the note to the Board
and said, "We're looking for a
fair and balanced tribunal."
So what on earth makes
Aukerman biased? Surely raising her two sons "to love God,
respect our country and to stand
up for what they believe in" is
not somehow acceptable to the
governor and his lawyer. No,
it's that last sentence that is
damning in the eyes of this
administration: "I love the merit
system."
As a Republican, Aukerman
should love the Merit System.
She worked through a succession of Democratic administrations that didn't send her off to
sit in a corner and do nothing or
transfer her to Hazard in hopes
she would resign or retire and
open a slot for a Democrat. In
fact, Aukerman has been promoted six times, a rate of about
once every three-and-a-half
years.
Aukerman, in fact, is thg
epitotte of/what the Mak
System is supposed to represent, protect and promote.
And Fletcher's office can't
have someone who believes in
God, country, standing up for
your beliefs and the Merit
System anywhere near this
investigation.
Now, however, they've
blown their cover. It's easy to
insinuate that Attorney General
Greg Stumbo is only playing
politics with the grand jury. By
attacking the mother of two
sons who's only trying to raise
them the way every Republican
(and Democrat) would want to
raise their children, and also
protect the Merit System,
they've revealed exactly how
far they will go to pull themselves out from under this mess.
And they had no better sense
than to do it in front of God, the
Personnel Board and a room
full of reporters.
Todd Duvall is editorial
page editorfor The State
Journal in Frankfort.
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By Joe Biesk

Rallying for Murgatroyd
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)—
s
Gov. Ernie Fletcher's deputy
chief of staff still enjoys some
popularity on his home turf of
northern Kentucky, despite facing misdemeanor criminal
charges stemming from the
attorney general's investigation
into the administration's personnel practices.
Supporters of Richard L.
"Dick" Murgatroyd are planning a show of their loyalty to
the former Kenton County
judge-executive with a public
rally scheduled next month. It
will be held on Sunday, Aug.
14, at a park in Kenton County.
"This is a rally just to show
Mtn',lbal Porther,1.11411WOLY
is still behind hint," Organizer
Anita Carrnack said.
Attorney General Greg
Stumbo has been investigating
the Fletcher administration's
personnel practices regarding
the state Merit System — which
was established in 1960 to protect state employees from politics. The probe has centered on
the role politics played in the
system — in which hirings and
firings are supposed to be based
on candidates' qualifications.
A special grand jury meeting
in Franklin County has so far

indicted
eight current
or former
members of
the administration with
various misdemeanors,
including
conspiracy.
Murgatroyd Dan Druen, a
former
Transportation Cabinet commissioner, has also been charged
with a felony for allegedly tampering with a witness.
Murgatroyd, the former .
deputy transportation secretary.
is one of the eight people
indicted. He's facing multiple
misdemeanor charges, inCluding
conspiracy, political discrimination and violating two state
employees' rights. Murgatroyd
has pleaded not guilty to all
charges.
Supporters want to show him
they're behind him no matter
how his legal problems are
resolved, Cartnack said.
"He has done an enormous
amount of good for northern
Kentucky, and I think what's
happening to him is wrong,"
she said. "I don't know Why
they're going after him. It's just

completely wrong."
Murgatroyd declined to be
interviewed for this story.
However, Fletcher spokesman
Mike Goins said Murgatroyd
was "flattered and humbled that
these folks are doing the rally
for him."
The fanfare planned for
Murgatroyd is "very surprising," said Kathy Groob, chairwoman of the Kenton County
Democratic Party. People
should remember that, while he
has not yet gone to trial,
Murgatroyd is facing criminal
charges, Groob said.
"Sometimes nice people do
had things," Groob said. "They
make mistakes_ It's j4st important here to know that in the
end, we will find out the truth.Jessica Ditto, a spokeswoman for the state GOP,said
the Republican Party has not been involved with planning
this particular event. However,
Ditto said, there are likely to be
similar rallies in support of the
Fletcher administration.
'There will be rallies
throughout the state, wherever
we can get them organized,"
Ditto said."We've had people
contacting us wanting to know
what they can do to show their

support, and this is what we're
encouraging them to do."
Murgatroyd, a native of
Columbus, Ohio, was in his
second term as judge-executive
in Kenton County, when he left
to work in the Fletcher administration. Previously, Murgatroyd
, has served two terms in the
Kentucky House.
Among other things, he also
a background in producing
radio and television, and has
done work with various charitable organizations including the
Bob Hope House and The
Point.
Now, organizers are hoping
hundreds will turn up on his
beban.
oratatixit F:
"I've never heard of anything like it, but I'm telling you
there will be a whole lot of people there," said Adam Koenig, a
Kenton County commissioner.
"Most times in politics, people
get in trouble, and people run
away and distance themselves.
Nobody is doing that in northern Kentucky with Dick
Murgatroyd."

of Colleges and Schools. Congratulations
on this recognition!
Having all eligible elementary, middle
and secondary schools in a school district
accredited is an outstanding accomplishment that signifies Murray's commitment to
excellence in education. In addition, accreditation lets parents know that their children
are receiving the highest level of instruction
from the best possible teachers. The Murray
Independent School System is truly an
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Joe Biesk is a statehouse
reporterfor The Associated
Press.

OUR READERS WRITE
EDITOR'S NOTE: Thefollowing was a
letter to Murray Independent Schools Acting
Superintendent Bob Rogers from U.S. Rep.
Ed WhiOeld, R-Ky., and providedfor publication by the school distirct:
Dear Mr. Bob Rogers,
I was pleased to learn that the Murray
Independent School System has been
named a Super System for Quality Schools
by the Council on Accreditation and School
Improvement of the Southern Association

Kent
Pl..
the c
H.
21, 1
Ho

example for school systems across the commonwealth. I wish you and the students,
faculty and staff the best as you prepare for
the coming school year and I look forward
to hearing of your future successes.
Again, congratulations. Please do not
hesitate to contact me if I can even be of
assistance.
Sincerely,
Ed Whitfield
U.S. Congressman
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Obituaries
James Ronald Phillips
I he tuneful tor James Ronald Phillips will be today (Monday)at
2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral.Home. Bro. Joe Thorn
officiated.
Pallbearers were Chris Phillips, Jonathan Phillips, Johnny Mac
Phillips, Tommy Ray Phillips, Gary Frank Crass, Rick Waldrop and
Michael Phillips. Burial was in the Wadesboro Cemetery in
Marshall County.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Wadesboro Cemetery,
c/o Frankie Hurt, P.O. Box 142, Hardin, KY 42048.
Mr. Phillips, 62 Pondview Lane, Almo, died Friday, July 22,
2005, at 8:47 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A retired plumber, he was of Baptist faith.
One sister, Maxine Mielke, preceded him in death. Born June 2,
1943, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late James Rupert
Phillips and Opal Kimbro Phillips.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marsha Erwin Phillips, to whom
he was married July 3, 1963, in Aurora; one daughter, Mrs. Rhonda
Edgar and husband, Maj. Mitchell Edgar, Fort Monroe, Va.; one son,
Jamie Phillips and wife, Sherrie, Hardin; two sisters, Mrs. Mary Lou
Doran and husband, George, Lennon, Mich., and Mrs. Oretha
Gammon and husband, John, Murray; two brothers, Tommy Phillips
and wife, Jean, Murray, and Joe Pat Phillips and fiancee, Donna,
Clinton; two grandchildren, Julie Beth Phillips, Hardin, and
Madeline Edgar, Fort Monroe, Va.

Letts, all of Benton; one sister-in-law, Mildred French; several
nieces and nephews.
A private graveside service will be held. Entombment will be in
the Murray Memorial Gardens.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. There
will be no visitation.

Mrs. Eura Flossie Henry

March 1, 1935, died May 25, 1972. One grandchild, Ralph Edward
Carraway, and two brothers, Tremor' Cooper and J.L. Cooper, also
preceded her in death. Born May 21, 1912, in the South Pleasant
Grove community of Calloway County, Ky., she was the daughter of
the late Porter Elroy Cooper and Bertie Elkins Cooper.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Carolyn Carraway and
husband, Ralph, Hazel, Ky., and Mrs. Barbara Lemonds and husband, Robert. Paris; one son, Darrel Coleman and wife, Debbie,
Paris; five grandchildren, Teresa Cloar and husband. Larry,
McKenzie, Tenn., Tanuny Henderson and husband, Jeff, Murray,
Ky., Scott Coleman, Murfreesboro, Tenn., Rusty Coleman and wife.
Jennifer, Mansfield, Tenn., and Stephanie McClard and husband.
Brian, Hazel, Ky.; six stepgrandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Eura Flossie Henry, 88, Greenvalley Road, Murray, died
Friday, July 22, 2005, at 8:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
•
Hospital.
A homemaker, she was of Pentecostal faith.
Her husband, Claude Henry, two sisters, Etta Harper and Beulah
Smith, and one brother, Ernest Dunn, all preceded her in death. Born
by
July 19, 1917, in Trigg County, she was the daughter of the late Henry Wallace Willough
Willoughby was Sunday at 2 p.m.
Wallace
Henry
for
funeral
The
Dunn.
Frank Hewlett Dunn and Ruby Ethel Jones
Home, Trussville, Ala.,
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Marie Lipford and hus- in the chapel of Johns-Rideout Funeral
Cemetery.
Crest
Forest
the
in
was
Burial
Mrs.
and
Murray,
of
band, James, and Mrs. Ethel Jackson, all
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Irondale United
Margie Nanney and husband Glenn, Aurora; one son, Paul Henry,
Church Choir Fund or a charity of the donor's choice.
Methodist
Benton;
Cherokee, Okla.; one sister, Mrs. Thelma Lorene Hudson,
65, Birmingham, Ala., died Wednesday, July 21,
Willoughby,
Mr.
Michael
McGrew,
Sharon
Lipford,
Dwight
n,
five grandchildre
2005.
Jackson, John Jackson and Gary Henry; eight great-grandchildren;
He was a graduate of Murray State University and was a member
five great-great-grandchildren.
in the insurance business in
The funeral was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity. He was
an avid golfer and little
was
He
years.
37
for
Ala.,
,
Birmingham
Balentine
Elijah
Rev.
the
and
Funeral Home. The Rev. Tony Lipford
officiated. Pallbearers were Dwight Lipford, Michael Jackson, John league baseball volunteer.
Born Oct. 2, 1939, in Calloway County, Ky., he was the son of
Jackson, Gary Henry, Brent Henry and Tony Lipford. Burial was in
Mrs. Hilda lo Rogers
late Ervie and Mary Willoughby. His father-in-law, Huey Slagle,
the
County.
Trigg
in
Cemetery
Cumberland
the
Mrs. Hilda Jo Rogers, 73, Rayburn Road, Murray, died Saturday,
and a brother-in-law, Bob Burkeen, both preceded him in death.
July 23, 2005, at 12:10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ruth Willoughby: two sons,
She was employed as a customer service representative with
Willoughby and wife, Sara, and Tony Willoughby and wife,
Chris
Elizabeth Dick
Kentucky Farm Bureau Insurance, Murray. A member of South Mrs. Mary
five grandchildren, Katie, Jamie, Clark, Kyle and Drew;
Suzanne;
(Monday)
today
was
The funeral for Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Dick
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church, she was also a member of
Mrs. Evelyn Burkeen and Mrs. Diana Cothran and hussisters,
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. two
the church choir.
all of Murray; his mother-in-law, Mrs. Zell (Granny)
Roy,
band,
Burial was in the Mt. Carmel Cemetery.
Her husband, Glen Edward Rogers, died Feb. 4, 1975. Born April James Hale officiated.
law, James Slagle and wife, Lora, and Carter
brothers-inMrs. Dick, 89, Old Olive Road, Hardin, died Friday, July 22, Slagle; two
21, 1932, in Chattanooga, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late
two nieces; six nephews; many great and
Linda;
wife,
and
Slagle
2005, at noon at her home.
Homer E. McCamish and Mavis Wrather McCamish.
nephews.
great-great-nieces and
A homemaker, she was a member of Hardin Baptist Church.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Beverly Shelton, Lynn
son,
one
Dick,
Leslie
husband,
her
were
death
in
her
Preceding
Grove, and Mrs. Lisa Barlow and husband, Gary, Sedalia; one son,
Thomas Dick, three sisters, Lillie Nanney, Roy Anderson Richard Lewis Watkins Sr.
Michael Glen Rogers, Murray; three grandchildren, Kimberly Jo Lowell
The funeral for Richard Lewis Watkins Sr. will be Tuesday at 11
Rose, two brothers, Toy Rose and Franklin Rose, half
Margaret
and
Shelton, Louisville, Valerie Shelton Waller and husband, Stan,
at First Street Baptist Church, Hopkinsville. The Rev. Frank
a.m.
of
daughter
the
was
She
Ed Rose, and three grandchildren.
Sedalia, and Brad Shelton and wife, Meagan, Murray; two great- brother,
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Rocky Ridge Baptist
Larkins
Rose.
York
Ettie
Mary
and
Rose
Norman
Harley
late
the
grandchildren, Asheon Elizabeth Shelton and Baylee Shelton.
Cadiz, where he was a member.
Cemetery,
husband.
and
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Ann Collins
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at South Pleasant Grove
will be at Gamble Funeral Home, Hopkinsville, after 2
Visitation
Vaughn,
Dortha
Mrs.
Hardin,
of
all
Ham,
Betty
and Mrs.
United Methodist Church. The Rev. Joey Reed and the Rev. Tim Dick,
with family to greet friends from 6 to 7 p.m.
(Monday)
today
p.m.
sons,
and Mrs. Kathy Ferguson, Fayetteville, Tenn.; three
Palmer will officiate. Burial will follow in the South Pleasant Grove Murray,
11 a.m. Tuesday.
after
church
the
at
and
Dick,
Eugene
and
,
Hopkinsville
Dick,
Pat
James Dick, Benton,
Cemetery.
Mr. Watkins Sr., 61, Cadiz, died Thursday, July 21, 2005, at
great-greattwo
hildren;
great-grandc
17
n;
grandchildre
15
Dexter;
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 5 p.m.
Jennie Stuart Medical Center, Hopkinsville.
grandchildren.
today (Monday).
Born Feb. 22, 1944, in Trigg County, he was the son of the late
Expressions of sympathy may be made to South Pleasant Grove
Taft Watkins and Mary Wharton Watkins. He had operated
Coss
Wayne Glover Lee
United Methodist Church, 1801 Lincoln Dr., Murray, Ky. 42071.
Watkins Barber Shop for 40 years.
The funeral for Wayne Glover Lee will be today (Monday) at 2
• Survivors include one son, Richard Lewis Watkins Jr., Murray;
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Gene Gilliland
Mrs. Myrtle Adams Rogers
sisters, Ms. Margaret Dooley and Mrs. Marilyn Watkins Stokes.
two
Pace
in
follow
will
and Mike Williams will officiate. Burial
Mrs. Myrtle Adams Rogers, 91, Blair Street, Murray, died
of Hopkinsville; two grandchildren.
both
Cemetery, Hardin.
Saturday, July 23, 2005, at 2:30 a.m. at Long Term Care Unit of
home.
Visitation is now at the funeral
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. Lee, 74, Briensburg Road, Benton, died Thomas Douglas Forrest
brother,
One
1983.
in
died
Rogers,
Onyx
Her husband, Calvin
The funeral for Thomas Douglas Forrest was Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Friday, July 22, 2005, at 1:05 p.m. at Western
Colie Dee Adams, also preceded her in death. Born Nov. 22, 1913,
the Woodfin Memorial Chapel, Murfreesboro, Tenn. Dr. Eugene
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Hardy Lee
Cotey, the Rev. Paul Peak and the Rev. Pam Pilot officiated.
the
at
A retired law enforcement lieutenant
Adams and Eunice Emma Haneline Adams.
Pallbearers were members of the Zacchaeus
city
a
been
had
he
Eddyville,
at
state prison
A homemaker, she was a member of Westside Baptist Church.
School Class and the King's Men's
Sunday
police officer, chief deputy for sheriff's departSurvivors include two nieces, Joyce Slaughter, Fredonia, and
First Baptist Church and his MTSU
at
Class
interim
and
service
ambulance
ment, director of
Diane Williams, Lynn Grove; two nephews, Pat D. Adams, Murray,
l colleagues. Burial was in the
mathematica
sheriff. He was a member of Benton Church of
Cemetery.
and Jerry Terry, Modesta, Calif.: sister-in-law, Mrs. Clara Ann
Evergreen
Christ.
• Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Adams, Murray; seven great-nieces and great-nephews.
He was the son of the late Ernest Beck Lee
Les
Churchill
J.H.
of
chapel
the
in
a.m.
11
at
Baptist Church, 200 E. Main St..
today
was
First
funeral
The
and Fannie Hutchins Lee. One brother, two half
Funeral Home.The Rev. Glynn Orr officiated. Music was by Oneida brothers and four half sisters all preceded him in death.
Murfreesboro, TN. 37130, or the Thomas D. Forrest Abstract
Fund, Middle Tennessee State University
White, soloist and pianist.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ruby Clark Lze; Benton, two Algebra Scholarship
Murfreesboro, TN. 37132.
109,
Pallbearers were Donald Crawford, Bill Brown, Dan Miller,
Box
P.O.
Foundation,
Jenkins,
Tonya
Mrs.
Mrs. Mariea English, Paducah, and
Johnny Williams, David Adams and Arthur Slaughter. Burial was in daughters,
o, Tenn., died Thursday, July 21.
Murfreesbor
72,
Forrest.
Mr.
Mrs.
and
City,
Calvert
Oakley,
Edna
Mrs.
sisters,
two
Lexington;
the Salem Cemetery, Lynn Grove.
2005.
Mason,
Opal Kemp, Clinton Township, Mich.; four grandsons,
He had lived in Rutherford County, Tenn., for the past 36 years
Conner and Clark English, all of Paducah, and Jack Jenkins,
Stewart Lefts
retired from Middle Tennessee State University as a mathematand
Lexington.
Stewart Letts, 81, Murray, died Saturday. July 23. 2005, at 6 p.m.
ics professor. He obtained degrees from Murray State University
at Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
where he was a professor in the mathematics department,t and
Coleman
Mesta
Merrell
Mrs.
the
with
machinist
motor
a
as
retired
had
He
degrees from the University of Tennessee and George Peabody
The funeral for Mrs. Merrell Elesta Coleman was Sunday at 2
Skit Corporation in Middleport, N.Y. A Navy
mathematics over 30 years at both the secondary
Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. College. He taught
veteran of World War II, he was of Lutheran p.m. in the LeDon
levels.
university
and
Robert S.(Bob) Saywell Jr. officiate.
faith. He was also a lifetime member of Post The Rev.
Mr. Forrest was a member of First Baptist Church of
were Larry Cloar, Jeff Henderson, Scott Coleman,
Pallbearers
Murray.
Wars,
Foreign
#6291 of the Veterans of
o and was a veteran of the United States Army.
Murfreesbor
Brian McClard and Larry Cooper, active; Tommy
One sister, Leona Dennis, preceded him in Rusty Coleman,
County, Ky., he was the son of the late Thomas
Calloway
in
Born
the
in
was
Burial
honorary.
and L.D. Steele,
death. Born Oct. 26. 1923, in Middlefield, N.Y., Cooper, Steve Brandon
Forrest and Alder Lourelle Winchester Forrest. One sister,
Cullen
he was the son of the late Arthur Olds and Mary Walker Cemetery.
Lucy Ann Forrest, also preceded him in death.
Mrs. Coleman, 93, Paris, Tenn., died Friday, July 22, 2005, at
Moore Olds Kingsley.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Patsy Wilkins Forrest; one
Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ruth Gilbert Letts, to whom he
Mrs. Anne Forrest Collier and husband, Tod, Huntsville,
daughter,
Carburetor
She had retired after 10 years of service with Holley
Howard Thomas Forrest and wife. Kelly, Cleveland,
was married May 31. 1947, in Royalton, N.Y.; one son, James S.
son,
one
Ala.;
Plant, and was a member of Trinity United Methodist Church, Paris.
Letts, and two grandchildren, James C. Letts and Benjaman S.
Ohio.
married
Her husband, Lexie C. Coleman, to whom she was

Federalist Society
Roberts declines comment on being listed as a leader of the conservative
of the former But some Democrats, including
Republican presidents.
"I don't think he wants to belonging to the group.
WASHINGTON (AP) Roberts worked in the
reportPost
Washington
The
Feinstein
Supreme Court nominee John take any questions,"
White House counsel's
Reagan
obtained
Monday that it had
Roberts declined Monday to interjected during the session ed
1982-1986. He also
from
office
1997-98
a
group
liberal
a
from
and
photographers
explain why he was listed in a with
deputy solicitor
principal
was
leadership
Federalist Society
Federalist Society leadership reporters that was part of the
a political appointment
general,
a
then
Roberts,
listing
directory
directory when the White House meeting in her office with the partner in a private law firm, as in the administration of the first
says he doesn't recall being a Supreme Court nominee.
being a steering committee President Bush.
"No, no, no thanks," Roberts
member of the conservative
Some records already are
group's
the
in
member
added.
legal organization.
available to the public at the
chapter.
Washington
Several news organizations,
by
Roberts, nominated
Roberts was on Capitol Hill presidential libraries of Ronald
The Associated Press, on Monday for a fourth day of Reagan, in iSinn Valley, Calif.,
including
to
President Bush last week
replace retiring Justice Sandra reported immediately after his private meetings with senators and George H.W. Bush, in
Day O'Connor, was asked by a nomination that Roberts had who will sit in judgment of his College Station, Texas. Others
reporter about the discrepancy been a member of the Federalist nomination as Democrats began have yet to be cleared for securiduring a morning get-acquainted Society. The AP and others seeking documents he may have ty and personal privacy by
by
meeting with Sen. Dianne printed corrections after the authored while working for two archivists and, under la,
that
later
said
House
White
f.
Feinstein, D-Cali
Investments Since 1854... Our bestinvestment is you.
Roberts doesn't recall ever
He smiled but didn't reply.
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• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
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• Custom Blinds
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• Design Service Available
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representatives
administrations and the current
president.
Judiciary
Senate
The
Committee has yet to ask for
such material for its hearings.

of
Kerry
John
Sen.
Massachusetts, have urged the
White House to release "in their
entirety" any documents written
by Roberts.

Q: Can I move my
prearranged funeral to your funeral
home?
This is a question we
have been hearing a
lot lately and the
short answer is
YES!
We honor every prearranged funeral to the smallest
detail. We will use the exact merchandise (casket,
vault, flowers, etc.) that you've already selected as
well as provide the identical service you planned.
It's as easy as picking up your phone and calling us.
In addition, we've found that we generally have to
refund money to those that have prearrangements at
another funeral home and later decide to use us! Call
today and see for yourself.

1804 121 N • Murray, KY 42071
753-8888
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COMMUNITY
Women's Conference will
be Saturday at Hazel church

Wedding

Ladies of Murray Country Club
The ladies of Murray Country Club will have their regular golf play on Wednesday at
9 a.m. at the club.
Rainey Apperson will be
golf hostess. Ladies are asked
to call Apperson if you do not
plan to play. Anyone not listed in the line-up but wishing
to play should call Apperson
at 753-7590 or show up
Wednesday morning.
The line-up is as follows:
Tee 1 - Sue Outland, Evelyn Jones, Brenda Rowland and
Norma Frank,
Tee 1B - Bev Reuter, Frances
Hulse, Patsy Chaney and Ann
Stanley:
Tee 3 - Betty Jo Purdom,
Veneta Sexton. Rainey Apperson and Sheila Lipsey:

By

Tee 5 - Ve Sevems, Betty
Lowry, Manlyn Adkins and Amy
McDowell;
Tee 7 - Susan Johnson,
Freda Steely, Patsy Green and
Linda Burgess;
Tee 9 - Barbara Gray, Ann
Brown and lnus Orr.
Ann Brown, hostess for play
on July 20, has released the
following winners:
Champion flight - Amy
McDowell, first;
First flight - Barbara Gray,
first;
Second flight - lnus Orr, first,
Vervela Sexton, second;
Third flight - Ann Brown,
first, Sheila Lipsey, second;
Nine Hole golfers - Ann Stanley, first, Betty Shepperson, second, Frances Hulse, lowest
putts.
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Baptist
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day at 1 p.m. at
Tenn., will
Lori Neal of Henry County,
be the featured speaker.
woman that
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degree
master's
her
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how
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to come and give her
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her
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All women of the area are invited.
Datebook more information call the church at 492By Jo Burkeen 8664 or Lucretia Veazey at 498-8955.
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Editor
at 6:30 p.m. at the
Murray Lions Club will meet Tuesday
will be sharing
Ray
Michael
House.
Murray Woman's Club
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Lions Club will hear Ray

of the Kenlake
..(C.
Golf League played a
g...une of golf at the Bill Hamrick NIs..inional Golf Course at
Kenlake State Resort Park on
Wednesday.
Winners were Gloria Theis,
Sue Thetford. Freda Elkins.
Mary Neale and Ina Horton. The
ladies played from the men's

o
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU JULY 28

MATINEES EVERYDAY
The Bad News Bears
PG13-1:30-3:50-'1:10 -9:35
Wedding Crashers
R - 12:55 - 3:25 - 7:25 - 9:50

tee and scored a 32 for nine
holes.
Other players were Mary
M., Linda Breck, Norma
Stephenson, Joanne Honefanger
and Louise Parker.
The league will have a breakfast at 8 a.m. on Wednesday.
Golf play will follow.

Beauty is
not in
the face;
beauty is
a light in
the heart.

Herbie: Fully Loaded
G - 1:05 - 3:15
Dark Water
PG13 - 7:35 - 9:55
War of the Worlds
P013 - 1:20 - 3:45 - 7:15 - 9-41
:
Program Information Call 753-3314 :

-Kahlil Gibran

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093
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Army National Guard Pfc.
Stephanie L. Mathis has graduated from the food service
specialist advanced individual
training course at Fort Lee,
Petersburg, Va.
The service member was
trained to perform preliminary
food preparation procedures
according to Army production
schedules and recipes; cook,
bake and serve food in large
and small quantities. field and

garrison kitchen operations; and
general operation of Army dining facilities, including cleaning and housekeeping, sanitation measures, and storage of
subsistence items.
Mathis is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hester
of Graham Road, Murray, Ky.
She is a 1999 graduate of
Calloway County High School,
Murray.
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The 19th Weeruns
t• Children's Consignment Sale

Join us for ct

July 26th (12 p.m.-7 p.m.)
July 27th (10 a.m.-7 p.m.)
July 28th (10 a.m.-7 p.m.)
July 29th (11 a.m.-4 p.m.)
•
30th (10 a.m.-3 p.m.)
July
•
Thousands of items including clothing, baby equipment and
4
furniture, maternity clothing, toys, and basically
everything for children]
Special. Hundreds of boutique items at a fraction of retail,
And many new books'
hi
Call toll free 1-877-753-5551
Or visit the website at: www..kyweertms.com
This sale is HUGE] You have got to see it to believe
And it is held ONLY in Murray, KYl
Located on Hwy. 641 across from Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Look for the red and white striped building4
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meet
Alumni and Associates toCounty
High

School
Alumni and Associates of Calloway
will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's. Topics of discussion
will be the banquet, membership letter and election of new
board members.
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Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Mike at 759-3180, Helen at 761-3141 or
Pat at 489-2909.

TOPS Chapter will meet

A new chapter of TOPS (take off pounds sensibly), a nonprofit weight-loss support group has been organized. The chapter will meet each Tuesday in the annex of Calloway Public
Library. Weigh-in will be from 8:30 to 9 a.m. with the meeting to be held from 9 to 10 a.m. For more information call
Joyce at 761-1491 or visit www.tops.org.

Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that
there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative
or friend.

AAIRP Chapter will meet

Kentucky Lake/Murray Chapter #4437 of the AARP will
meet Tuesday at 11:30 a.m. at Pagliai's. Venita Lorange of
the Homeland Securities will be the speaker.

CCHS dates announced

Calloway County High School has announced dates and
times for certain back-to-school activities. Students can go to
the campus lobby to pick up schedules from 8 to 11 a.m. and
noon to 3 p.m. on the specified dates: Seniors, today; Juniors,
Tuesday; Sophomores, Wednesday; and freshmen, Thursday.
New students or any other student can register on July 29.
Freshman orientation will be Aug. 4 at 6:30 p.m. at Jeffrey
gymnasium at CCHS.
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A Car Seat Check will be today from 2 to 6 p.m. at Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet, Murray. This is being sponsored by National Safe Kids.

li

Pt

MES Board plans meeting

cii

Murray Electric Board will meet today at 4 p.m. at the
Carroll Conference room, 205 North Fourth St.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure checks, pulse and blood sugar screenings
today from 1 to 3 p.m. at Burton's at Lynnville; on Tuesday
from 9 to noon and 1 to 3 p.m. Hamlin One Stop: on Wednesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Wal•
green's, Murray; on Thursday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 to 3 p.m. at First United Methodist Church, Murray.
For information call 762-1348.

Dedication of the Veterans Comer on the southwest corner
of the Murray Downtown courtsquare will be tonight at 6
p.m., according to Daythel Turley of Post 6291 of the Veterans of Foreign Wars. Another monument and a flag pole have
been added to the area. The public is urged to attend this
special ceremony.
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KEEP COOL WITH A
GE HI-EFFICIENCY
ROOM AIR CONDITIONER!
• 6.000 to 24,000 BTU
All New Models Equipped
with the Energy Saver
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Cardiac Rehab Group will meet
HospiCounty
-Calloway
Murray
at
unit
third floor education
tal. For information contact Jerri Mjos at 762-1170.
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Breast Cancer Group will
meet Tuesday

Bethanie Alexa Driver and Ryan Bryce Frommherz were
married at Renee's of Paducah in an outdoor ceremony on
Wednesday, June 22, 2005. The Rev. Chris Conway of the
Universal Life Church officiated at the 4 p.m. ceremony which
had a medieval theme.
This was on the day after the Summer Solstice, just hours
before the rise of the full moon.
The bride is the daughter of Marla McLeod and the late
Henry Driver of Puryear, Tenn.
The groom is the son of Tom and Karen Frommherz of
Appleton. Wis.
Given in marriage by her older brother, the bride wore an
ivory medieval wedding dress adorned with small ivory roses
along the waist, neckline and shoulder straps. She carried a
bouquet of white and blue flowers with an antique necklace
given by the bride's sister in law interwoven among the flowers to serve as something old and something borrowed. Completing her attire was a silver bracelet given by her late grandmother, pearl earrings, and for her hair a crown made of pearls
and crystals.
The bride's attendants were her sister, Elizabeth Johnson and
bilitaadaJleines. flab .attendants wore medieval style dresses
of royal blue color.
The bride's daughter served as a flower fairy. She wore a
royal blue dress matching her mother's complete with handmade fairy wings and a crown of flowers.
The groom wore a white medieval style poet's shirt with
black slacks.
Tom Frommherz served his son as the best man. Heather
Pollock stood as the groom's person.
Ushers for the ceremony were the bride's nephew, Daniel
Driver of Madison, Wis., and younger brother, Barry Barron
of Puryear, Tenn. Ring bearer, Alex Driver, nephew of the
bride, escorted the flower fairy down the aisle. All grooms and
ushers wore black slacks with black dress shirts.
The Native American chant, "The Earth is our Mother" was
played as the bride's attendants were led down a small path
from the side porch of Renee's to the arbor area where the
ceremony was held.
"Highland Cathedral" a traditional Scottish march was played
as the bride was led down the aisle.
Both songs and setting of the ceremony were chosen because
of the bride and groom's spiritual beliefs and heritage.
A light reception was held inside Renee's immediately following the ceremony. The wedding cake was decorated with
white and blue flowers along with white and blue ribbons.
The bride's nephew. Daniel also served as the wedding's
Servers were Mollie Driver and her mother, Rose Morgan.
Following a week's stay in Honolulu, Hawaii the couple is
residing in Murray.

AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
to your home purchase or refinance.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!
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County Hospital. For
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Cindy
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hostess for July 20
In golf play on July 20, the
winning team was composed
of Irene Woods, Kitty Steele and
Janet Kirk.
Second and third place was
a tie and determined by a draw.
The team of Jo Anne Auer,
Cynthia Darnall, Henri Montgomery and Mary Alice Smith
won second and the team of
Shirley Wade, Mary Alice Garner and Sherry Mohon won
third.
Closest to the pin was won
h Janet Kirk and longest drive
by Sherry Mohon.
The ladies annual Oaks
Ladies Betty Shepard Golf Tournament normally held the first
Wednesday in August has been
eanceleck heneasse of.gossmic- •
non of the new greens. However the tournament will be
held at the same time in August
2005.
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Ladies of the Oaks
The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will hold their
regularly scheduled golf play
on Wednesday at 9 a.m.
Pairings will be made at the
tee. All members are encouraged to play.
Cynthia Darnall will serve
as hostess. She also served as
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NASA plans to go ahead with Discovery launch
By MIKE SCHNEIDER
Associated Press Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) —

will allow the shuttle Discovery
off Tuesday, despite not fully
understanding its recent fuel tank failure and as long as the problem resurfaces in the same way it did earlier this
Inonth.
NASA workers have switched the
wiring between the problem sensor and
another one after the gauge failure
forced the space agency to postpone the
pace shuffle's launch while astronauts
were boarding Discovery on July 13.
NASA's own launch rule — in place
,ince the 1986 Challenger disaster —
requires that all four hydrogen fuel
gauges in the external tank be working
properly. But NASA will go ahead with
the rescheduled launch at 10:39 a.m.
Tuesday if the problem doesn't recur or
if it only is found in the two sensors that
have been rewired, Wayne Hale, deputy
manager of the shuttle program, said at
a Sunday evening news conference.
"If the problem recurs ... we're
going to do some more tests just to
NASA
to lift

make sure we understand what is causing this to happen and if we're comfortable that we have a good understanding.
then we can go fly," Hale said.
NASA Administrator Michael
Griffin said he is comfortable with the
decision and even hopes the problem
recurs to further pinpoint the source of
the trouble. He acknowledged that the
public might perceive that the space
agency is rushing to launch, but insisted it was the right technical judgment.
"It's not a safety of flight issue,"
Griffin said.
Although the focus of NASA's attention has been on the sensor, rain and
clouds may end up causing more concern on launch day. Forecasters put the
odds of good launch weather Tuesday
at 60 percent. Additionally, the weather
at the overseas emergency landing sites
is not looking good at all.
"My observation is that when the
weather is good, you have vehicle problems. If the vehicle works, you have
weather problems," Hale said. "Since
we have some weather concerns, I'm
confident the vehicle is going to be

OK.'
NASA has just one week to launch
Discovery and its crew of seven to the
international space station, before putting off the mission until September.
The space agency is insisting on good
lighting in order to see any signs of the
type of launch damage that crippled
Columbia, the last shuttle launch.
Columbia and its seven astronauts
were brought down by a broken section
of fuel-tank foam insulation that struck
just over a minute after liftoff and
proved lethal during descent two weeks
later, on Feb. 1,2003.
Workers last week repaired faulty
electrical grounding inside Discovery
in hopes that would solve the fuel
gauge problem that cropped up during
the first launch attempt. The same type
of problem occurred back in April during a fueling test, and was written off
then as an "unexplained anomaly."
NASA had 14 teams around the
country studying the problem. They
have eliminated possible explanations
one by one, but they have been unable
to arrive at a definitive answer.

The fuel gauges are needed to pre
vent the main engines from shutting
down too soon or too late during liftoff,
in the event of an extreme problem like
a leaking tank. The first scenario could
result in a risky, never-attempted emergency landing; the second could cause
the engine turbines to rupture and, quite
possibly, destroy the spacecraft. Only
two fuel gauges are needed to avoid
such dangerous situations.
Going with three out of four would
result in a "deviation" in the rule, Hale
told reporters, but he said NASA engineers' understanding of the problem is
vastly improved than it was 10 days
ago.
AP Photo
A security guard checks a vehicle
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Crop scouts suggested
ST. LOUIS — Remnants of hurricanes have farmers on the
lookout for Asian soybean rust after late June confirmations of
the potentially devastating disease in Alabama and Florida. The
path of these storms could be carrying soybean rust spores further
inland from the Gulf Coast.
The United States Department of Agriculture's(USDA) soybean rust surveillance system, accessible online through
usda.gov/soybeanrust, reports that new depositions of soybean
rust spores are possible in much of the southeastern United States
and as far north as southern Illinois and Indiana, with light deposition in the southern Great Lakes region. July is also the month
noted as the most favorable period for the nationwide spread of
soybean rust. The soybean checkoff. USDA and various other
federal and state organizations are encouraging farmers to step up
their scouting efforts in the search for signs of soybean rust.
"We're all working hard to help out fellow farmers," said Greg
Anderson, United Soybean Board(USB)Chairman and Newman
Grove, Neb., soybean farmer. "That's our focus, and the soybean
checkoff has developed several resources to help farmers, including the Soybean Rust Management Guide, which is now available at unitedsoybean.org and stopsoybeanrust.com."
According t6X.B. Yang, Ph.D., and Alison Robertson, Ph.D.,
of Iowa State University and contributors to the book, Using
Foliar Fungicides to Manage Soybean Rust, farmers should
examine soybeans plants down into the canopy with attention
given to the undersides of leaves, where rust pustules may appear.
Examination of several sites throughout a field is necessary, and
farmers should not restrict scouting to the edges of their fields.
Special attention should be given to low-lying areas, areas where
moisture collects and areas with poor air circulation. Farmers
should also target areas of fields where distinct yellowing or
browning is visible. Prolonged dew periods, frequent rain and
irrigation may call for increased scouting.
A PDF version of Using Foliar Fungicides to Manage Soybean
Rust is available online at oardc.ohio-state.edu/StopRust.
According to USDA,farmers should contact their extension service for additional guidelines on soybean rust scouting in their
state. If soybean rust is suspected, farmers should work quickly
with their local extension service to collect samples to get an
accurate diagnosis.
"The key to managing soybean rust is early identification of
the disease, which leads to timely treatment with appropriate
fungicides," said Jim Sallstrom. USB Production Chair and
Winthrop, Minn., soybean farmer. "Farmers need to know what
they're up against in order to protect their crop."
Fanners can also use online maps that monitor the spread of
soybean rust and provide forecast information at usda.gov/soybeanrust. The site includes an observation map with color-coded
areas that have been scouted and shows the location of confirmed
cases of the disease. A forecast map is also available that tracks
the possible deposition of soybean rust spores based on weather
conditions. A very detailed, up-to-date written forecast is also
provided.
This monitoring system was developed through the cooperative
of the 13114),A. the USBAkitri;s state and federal
s. Additional soybean
es. inctnahrg links
to o r•soybean-rust-related sites, are available at unitedsoybean.org.

Horse farming coming back
SISTERS, Ore. (AP) — To
some, the thought of a farmer
patiently working the field
behind a horse and plow might
oke pangs of nostalgia for the
early days of agriculture. But in
tact, the practice is making a
comeback.
01' Dobbin hasn't run the
tractors out of the fields yet. But
increasingly, small farmers are
finding horse-powered agriculture a workable alternative to
mechanization.
Lynn Miller, whose quarterly
"Small Farmer's Journal" tracks
horse-farming, estimates about
400,000 people depend in some
measure on animal power for
farming, logging and other
livelihoods. He says the number
is on the rise.
Many are Amish farmers in
Iowa and Pennsylvania who
shun mechanization, but some
are farmers who have turned to
horses because of the bottom
line, citing soaring fuel prices
and the ability of the animals to
produce their own replacements.
They also say the animals are
better for the soil and can be
used in wet weather when a tractor often cannot.
Miller, who farms with horses on his own ranch, said the
practice
began
spreading
beyond Amish communities
about 20 years ago.
"When I started 31 years ago
there were no companies making equipment for animal-powered agriculture," he said in his
office in this central Oregon
town."Fifteen years ago I could
count them. Today I have no
idea how many there are."
Miller estimated that 60 percent to 70 percent of those who
try horse-and-plow farming stay
with it. "It takes a certain personality." he said. "It's a craft,
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The Small Farmer's Journal is a presence at draft horse and mule plowing exhibitione
in Rock Creek, Ore., as Larry White, from Vernonia, Ore., turns his team of close mules.
The quarterly publication, which caters to horse farming and tracks it closely, calculates
there are about 400,000 people in America who depend in some measure on horses for
farming, logging and other things, and says the number is on the rise.
not a science."
Miller said a farmer with
horses can earn triple or more
the earnings per acre than one
farmed by agribusiness.
Ron VanGrunsven farms
about 50 acres with horses near
Council, Idaho, and has used
horses for years there and in
Oregon's Willamette Valley.
"They're more economical,"
he said. "They raise their own
replacements, you can train
them yourself and raise their
feed."
A mare can produce a foal
every year or so, and Miller says
that, if properly trained, one can

bring about $2,000 after two
years.
A plow horse usually lasts 16
or 18 years, Miller said. He said
he looks after his stable of nine
carefully and veterinarian bills
rarely total $200 a year.
VanGrunsven said a twohorse team and a farmer can
plow about an acre and a half a
day if the ground is right and
that an acre usually produces
more than enough hay to feed a
horse for a year.
"Most of my equipment is
not new," said VanGrunsven. "It
is fron1 the lals or earlier. It
has been repaired and cleaned

up. ... The older things were
designed so they could be fixed
if they broke. When newer
things break, they have to be
replaced."
Horse farming was common
until the end of World War H,
when the government and manufacturers started promoting
mechanization to soak up the
surplus industrial capacity.
Miller said.
Horses could often be used
down payments for tractors, he
said, "and they went to the glue
factories by the hundreds Of
thousands."

Deadline for County Committee nominations extended
LEXINGTON Ky., — The last day for gram, be of legal voting age and live in the
the Farm Service Agency to accept nornina- county or area where the election is being
tions for candidates who are eli ible to serve held. Nominations and elections are open
on loc
dates and
qounty
tor, .feligjort,
1
4tr
.re8
August IS. 2005.
A. gin, age, sex, marital 9tatus or disability.
To be an eligible candidate, a person
FSA is committed to promoting diversity
must participate or cooperate in an FSA pro- on its local county committees so all produc-

era, including minority, female and other
under-represented people. have a so in holy
the Agenc 's ro
s are administered
or to obtain
viait your local FSA county office or 80
online at: http://www.fsa.usda.gov/ky/.

Potassium deficiency is a problem in crops
PRINCETON.
Ky.
—
Potassium deficiencies in corn
and soybeans are common this
year, creating the potential for
stunted plants and reduced
yields. "I've been here 34 years,
and this is the worst I've ever
seen," said Lloyd Murdock,
Extension plant and soil scientist.
Likewise, the UK Plant
Disease Diagnostic Lab at
Princeton has not seen samples
of potassium deficiencies in
corn prior to this year, although
they do see it yearly in soybeans, which require more
potassium, said Paul Bachi,
plant diagnostician.
The primary cause of the
deficiency is low levels of potassium in the soil, which can be
determined by soil testing.
While UK recommends that soil

testing samples be limited to 20- In addition, they are using too
acre plots, some single samples large an area for a single sample
are collected from much larger for testing, and compaction is
areas. This allows areas with not being checked but is builddeficient levels to be masked by ing up in some fields.
those with sufficient levels.
Farmers should pay more
Other factors adding to the attention to zone or grid soil
deficiency include anything that testing, he said.
restricts or slows root developPotassium is important for
ment such as compaction or dry top growth and root growth, and
soils, both of which are factors without sufficient levels plants
this year. Plants take in potassi- can become stunted with minium with water from the soil. The trial root growth.
problem can be more proPotassium deficiency started
nounced in no-till and minimal with corn and has moved into
tilled fields because much of the soybeans. The deficiency in
potassium is in the top few inch- corn shows in the bottom leaves
es of soil and does not move as a yellowing around the edge
down into the soil structure.
that will become necrotic and
This year has revealed some can kill the leaf and move to the
practices that farmers need to upper leaves of the plant.
reconsider. No. I, Murdock said,
In corn, it can be mistaken for
is that some people are not soil chemical damage.
testing as often as they should.

UK offering computer-based agri-terrorism courses
LEXINGTON, Ky. — The again.''
University of Kentucky College
The new courses follow a
of Agriculture is joining forces series of online terrorism prewith the Kentucky Injury paredness
courses
that
Prevention and Research Center, Schneider
developed
for
UK College of Public Health Kentucky first responders.
and Kentucky Department of When those initial courses
Agriculture to offer free, com- became available on the
puter-based courses on agro-ter- Internet, users from across the
rorism awareness.
United States and other counThe courses are scheduled to tries began logging on.
be available in August and Schneider saw the opportunity
include information about the to expand the offerings and said
potential for terrorist attacks on it was natural to collaborate with
crops, livestock and the U.S. experts in the Cooperative
food supply.
Extension Service.
According
to
Mark
Students can learn from
Schneider, KIPRC director of videos, animation and interactechnology and program manag- tive exercises and then test their
er for Terrorism Response and knowledge through quizzes and
Preparedness (TRAP), "Agro- course exams. Successful comterrorism has already occurred pletion results in certification,
in the U.S. and, since 9/1 1. which will demonstrate their
seems more likely to occur achievement to teachers and

/ fill

\,

employers. Both courses are
available on CD-ROM to provide extra bandwidth for interactive features.
For more information about
the free courses, or to order the
CD-ROMs, visit the KIPRC
Web
site
at
http://www.kiprc.uky.edu/trap/a
gro.
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SOUTHERN REGIONAL WATER SKI CHAMPIONSHIPS

Collins flies high at championships
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
PADUCAH, Ky.— Calloway County's
Tyler Collins seemed to justify why he
chose aviation as his college major Saturday afternoon,
Collins, who will be a sophomore at
the University of Louisiana-Monroe this
fall, exploded for a career-best 180-foot
effort on his final attempt of the Men's
I jump competition of the Southern Regional Water Ski Championships at Twin Oaks
Lake near Paducah, giving him first place.
And having grown up as a child of the
Kentucky Lake Ski Nuts club based at
Twin Oaks, he said this win had added
significance, especially when it came while
he held the No. 1 seed in this event for
the first time.
"When I was growing up and we'd
come here, it seemed like everybody was

Ai That's my personal best
by three feet, but I still think I
can do better.
— Tyler Collins
Calloway County native who's 180foot jump won the Southern
Regional Water Ski Championships
jumping. That was the big thing tor this
place, so I really was looking forward to
having this at my home site," said Collins,
whose 173-foot effort on his second attempt
actually gave him the victory. The final
jump was purely for fun.
"Really, it didn't feel like I'd had a
good jump at all on the first one, but it
came together pretty good on the last

one. That's my personal best by three
feet, but I still think I can do better. In
fact, my coach (longtime Ski Nut member Joe Burkhead) looked at me after it
was over and said, 'You've done even
better in practice.—
It would seem Collins has a chance to
exceed his new career best in around two
weeks at the National Water Ski Championships in Florida. Saturday, he was
performing with what was diagnosed as
a severe strain of the medial collateral
ligament in his right knee, which he
injured during practice last Monday.
"I went out and tested it a little Thursday and it seemed OK. Then, when I
woke up Saturday morning, it was just
really sore, so I was pretty much icing
it all day," he said. "I really wasn't sure
how the knee would do (once the corn

•See COLLINS Page 2B
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JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Tyler Collins exchanges a victorious high five with
his father, Gary, after his personal-best effort of 180
feet in the jump competition of the Men's 1 division
at the Southern Regional Water Ski Championships
Saturday.

TOUR DE FRANCE

7th Heaven
AP Photo

Chicago's Neifi Perez, left, is congratulated by manager Dusty Baker following his 10th-inning grand slam
off St. Louis Cardinals relief pitcher Al Reyes Sunday. The Cubs defeated St. Louis 8-4.

Perezslams
Cardinals in 10th
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Neifi
Perez took a big swing and
hoped for the best.
"I hit the ball thinking it
was going to go foul," he said.
"Thank God it didn't."
Perez hit his second career
grand slam in the 10th inning,
after the Cubs blew a one-run
lead with two outs in the ninth,
and Chicago beat the St. Louis
Cardinals 8-4 on Sunday night.
Mark Prior gave up three
home runs in the first and closer Ryan Dempster blew the save,
but still the Cubs took two of
three from the NL's best team

because Perez's drive down the
right-field line landed just inside
the foul pole.
"I was just hoping that ball
was going to stay fair and the
ball went out and disappeared,"
manager Dusty Baker said.
"That was the most beautiful
disappearing act I've seen in
a long time."
David Eckstein's single off
Dempster (3-3) in the ninth
made it 4-4 when Hector Luna
slid around a tag at the plate.
touching it with his hand.

II See CUBS Page 2B

US BANK CHAMPIONSHIPS

Slow and steady wins
the golf tournament
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Ben
Crane isn't making fast friends
on the PGA Tour with his
deliberate playing pace.
Crane, a notorious dawdler
whose slow
irked
play
Rory Sabbatini at the
Booz Allen
Classic last
month and
perturbed his
playing partthis
ners
week, shot a
1-under 69
Crane
in sweltering
heat Sunday to win the US
Bank Championship by four
strokes over Scott Verplank.
But his personality helps
him, somewhat.
"It's a good thing he's a
great guy because if he wasn't he would probably have a
lot of trouble with all the players," Verplank said. "It's just
golf is a gentlemen's game

about etiquette and how to act
and how to respect your playing partners and the game. And
... one of the things of respecting everybody else on the field
is not holding everybody up."
Still, Verplank, who shot a
71, took full blame for letting
the plodding pace get to him.
"If that bothered me, that's
my fault," he said. "It's not
his."
Crane said he's trying to go
faster — but it just takes time.
"I wish I could flip a switch
and be fast, but it doesn't work
that way," Crane said after his
second career tour victory. "I
think it's a process and I think
over the next few months I'll
get better."
That won't be soon enough
for Verplank.
"It stinks for Scott. It's unfortunate," Crane said, "but it's
the way it happens. I feel terrible about it but I try not to

III See CRANE Page 2B

AP Photo

straight win in the Tour de France cycling
Overall leader Lance Armstrong signals seven for his seventh
between Corbeil-Essonnes, south of Paris,
race
race, as he pedals during the 21st and final stage of the
and the French capital, Sunday.

Armstrong rides off
PARIS (AP) — Lance Armstrong will
never ride in the Tour de France again.
After seven years of dominance, he is
trading in rough rides through the mountains for leisurely days on the beach.
Having stopped onto the podium for
the last time on Sunday to celebrate his
seventh straight Tour victory, Armstrong
will spend a few days "with a beer, having a blast."
It's time for him to play with his
kids, chill out with rocker girlfriend
Sheryl Crow, and toast his success as
the undisputed champion of cycling's
most demanding event.
"I'm finished," Armstrong said.
He is moving far away from the awestruck crowds that crossed countries for
the merest glimpse, the six-hour training
rides in pouring rain that gave him the
edge over others, the stress of worrying
whether his rivals could ever catch up.
Armstrong is now retired at the ripe
old age of 33.
"We're just going to hang out in the
south of France for a little while and
do nothing," Crow said.
Armstrong loved the mystique that
surrounds the 102-year-old Tour, and is
proud to see his name listed above fivetime champions Jacques Anquetil, Eddy
Merckx, Bernard Hinault and Miguel
Indurain.
He hated the accusations that his suc-

wf•

AP Photo

on his way to
Lance Armstrong rides up the Champs-Elysees avenue
Sunday.
race
cycling
France
de
win his seventh straight Tour
cess was based on anything other than out of teammates.
"This is the most difficult event there
a desire to push himself further than
Armstrong told French television. "I
is,"
dedintense
an
had
He
any other cyclist.
six.
ication to training and meticulous plan- won it once, twice, three, four, five,
best
the
bring
ning, and an ability to
RONG Page 2B

•See ARMST
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Busch
dominates on
,way to win at
Pocono
. LONG POND, Pa. (AP) —
iCurt Busch made it a clean
sweep for Roush Racing at
Pocono.
With veterans Rusty Wallace
ind Mark Martin trying des;perately for one last shot at
:Flory on the mountaintop. Busch
:spoiled the going away party
.and kept moving toward another Neste! Cup title.
Busch dominated each end
of the Pennsylvania 500 on
Sunday and raced to his second win of the season, joining
-teammate Carl Edwards as winners for owner Jack Roush this
year at Pocono Raceway.
"This is Pocono perfection for
:Jack this year and for us to
: dominate today. it's just a tribute to what the crew is doing
for me — and that's building
'great race cars." said Busch.
,who earned his 13th career sic:tory.
Busch is also building a case
for a second straight NASCAR
:Nextel Cup championship. He
:remained steady in fifth place
:in the points race. 262 behind
;leader Jimmie Johnson.
With only six races left to
'determine who qualifies for the
:"Chase for the Cup," there's
:little room for error. Dale Jar:rett holds the 10th — and prob:ably final — spot over Jamie
:McMurray (nine points back)
and Carl Edwards (12 points
behind).
The "Chase for the Cup"
begins at New Hampshire International Speedway on Sept. IS.
"I got out of the car and
said. 'I think I can still do
ins." Wallace said.
• Wallace, a four-time winner
it Pocono who is retiring, was
iecond in his final race at the
2.5-mile triangle track. Perhaps
driving his last race at Pocono.
: Martin finished third in the No.
*6 Ford. Carl Edwards followed
his win here in June with a
fourth-place finish.
While Wallace is firm in his
„- to retire, Martin
his tarevi;e11 four
extended another year because
_Roush is without a driver for
the No. 6 Ford next year.
"I still have my decision.'
Martin said. "I don't even like
talking about it because I want
• to go truck racing next year."
Busch led 131 of the 203
• laps, with the race extended three
'laps and ending on the greenwhite checkered flag because
of four cautions that came out
after he took the lead for good
,on the 183rd lap.
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Dambacks dump Atlanta
By The Associated Press
After a winless road trip, the San Diego
Padres should be happy to still be in first
place.
They don't sound that way.
"If this is a test, we've failed, that's for
sure," pitcher Brian Lawrence said after San
Diego's 5-1 loss in Philadelphia on Sunday.
"Seven (losses) in a row, it's a joke. We've
got to figure something out quick. It's frustrating. We've in first place, but we're hanging
by a thread."
Luckily for the Padres, they play in the NL
West, where winning frequently isn't necessary
to stay in the race. Just ask the Arizona Diamondbacks.
Arizona (48-52) is just 18-30 since the end
of May, yet only 2 1/2 games behind San
Diego. The Diamondbacks gained another game
Sunday by beating the Atlanta Braves 3-2 —
the only victory by an NL West team in two
days.
"You look at our record, and it's like the
black and blue division," Diamondbacks manager Bob Melvin said. "But we're lucky enough
to be in it. You'll always have the excitement
of being in a pennant race, as long as you
don't look at the record."
The division has been so bad that teams
aren't even always happy when they do gain
ground. The Los Angeles Dodgers picked up
three games by going 3-3 on the road against
the Mets and Phillies while the Padres were
going 0-6 against the same teams. They realized they could have done even better.
Los Angeles (44-54) remained 5 1/2 out
after Sunday's 6-0 loss at Shea Stadium.
"There are two ways of looking at it. One,
we're lucky we're not getting too far behind.
Or, we're not taking advantage of it," pitcher
Brad Penny said. "We're not taking advantage
of it."
In other NL games, it was: Houston 4,
Washington I in 14 innings; Cincinnati 3, Milwaukee 2: Pittsburgh 3, Colorado 0; Florida 4,
San Francisco 1; and the Chicago Cubs 8, St.
Louis 4 in 10 innings.
At Philadelphia. Brett Myers (8-5) allowed
one run in six innings and delivered an RBI
double as the Phillies completed a three-game
sweep. Ryan Howard had three hits, including
a run-scoring double, as Philadelphia sent San
Diego to its season-high seventh straight loss.
"We've been awful and we know it," Padres
manager Bruce Bochy said. "We're being tested. There's no getting around it. We've got to
dig deep and get out of this."
The Padres are still waiting to hear if slugger Phil Nevin will accept a proposed trade to
likaItimorei for pitcher Sidney Poisson. Nevin,

•Armstrong
and seven times, so of course
they ask those questions. When
you don't answer it as they
like, they make up the answer
for you."
Armstrong planned to escape
to a resort near the French city
of Nice on Monday.
After his final win, Armstrong set his sights on a Sun-

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County's Brittany Collins competes in the
Girls 3 tricks competition Saturday morning at Twin
Oaks Lake near Paducah. Collins finished sixth in
this event and added a third-place finish in jump to
her list of accomplishments for the weekend.
victory by only a half buoy
Saturday at 35 feet off. He
also took fifth in the tricks
competition.
Collins' sister Brittany had
a best effort of third place in
the Girls 3 jump with an effort
of 83 feet. She also finished
sixth in the tricks competition.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

AP Photo

Arizona's Tony Clark, right, celebrates
his solo home run off Atlanta's Horaciao Ramirez, during the fourth inning,
Sunday in Phoenix.
who didn't play Sunday, has until Tuesday
night to make up his mind.
"I have a certain amount of time to make
a decision and I'm going to use that time,"
Nevin said. "I want to talk about it with my
family and kids. It's a tough thing to talk to
them about over the phone."
Lawrence (5-10) allowed four runs and five
hits in six innings.
Javier Vazquez struck out a season-high 11
in eight innings at Phoenix, and the Diamondbacks withstood a pair of home runs by Andruw
Jones to win a series at home for the first
time in a month.
Vazquez (9-9) allowed only three hits, but
two were the 31st and 32nd home runs of the
season for Jones, tying him with Derrek Lee
of the Chicago Cubs for most in the majors.
"He was mixing his pitches very good out
there," Jones said. "He just made a couple of
mistakes to me, and I took them."
Horacio Ramirez (8-6) gave up three runs
and eight hits in seven innings for the Braves,
who return home Tuesday to face Washington
in the opener of a three-game series between
the NL East co-leaders.
At New York, Kris Benson (7-3) gave up
just four hits in eight innings as the Mets won
for the sixth time in seven games and moved
four over .500 (51-47) to match a season high.
Mike Piazza hit a two-run homer off Penny
(5-6), who gave up four runs and eight hits
six innings..

National League Standings
All Times COT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
55 44.556
Atlanta
Washington
55 44.556
Philadelphia
3
52 47.525
New York
51 47.520 3 1/2
49 47.510 4 1/2
Florida
Central Division
W
L Pci GB
—
St. Louis
62 36.633
11
51 47.520
Houston
12
Chicago
50 48.510
48 51 48514 1/2
Milwaukee
43 56 43419 1/2
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati
42 56 429
20
West Division
W
L Pet GB
50 49.505
San Diego
48 52.480 2 1/2
Anzona
44 54.449 5 1/2
Los Angeles
7
42 55.433
San Francisco
15
Colorado
34 63.351

Sunday's Goma
Houston 4, Washington 1, 14 innings
N Y Mets 6. L.A. Dodgers 0
Cincinnati 3, Milwaukee 2
Pittsburgh 3. Colorado 0
Philadelphia 5, San Diego 1
Florida 4, San Francisco 1
Arizona 3, Atlanta 2
Chicago Cubs 8, St. Louis 4. 10 innings
Monday's Games
Arizona (Gosling 0-2) at Milwaukee
(Sheets 5-7), 7:05 p.m.
San Francisco (Schmidt 7-5) at
Chicago Cuba (Hill 0-01, 7.05 p.m.
Philedalphia (Lidle 8-8) at Houston
(NOM 7-7), 705 p.m_
N.Y. Meta (Glavine 7-7) at Colorado
(Acevedo 1-0), 805 p.m.
Cincinnati(Harang 6-8) at L.A. Dodgers
(Lowe 6-10), 9:10 p.m.

American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pet GB
—
54 44.551
Boston
52 45.536 11/2
New York
50 47.515 3 1/2
Baibmore
49 49.500
5
Toronto
35 64.35419 1/2
Tampa Bay
Central Division
W
L Pet G8
—
Chicago
64 33 660
Minnesota
53 45 54111 1/2
14
51 48 515
Cleveland
49 49.50015 1/2
Detroit
Kansas City
36 62.36728 1/2
West Don
W L Pct GB
59 40.596
—
Los Angeles
Oakland
53 45.541 5 1/2
48 49.495
10
Texas
42 55 433
Seattle
16

Sunday's Games
Detroit 5. Minnesota 2
Cleveland 6. Seattle 3
Oakland 8, Texas 3
Kansas City 6, Toronto 5
Tampa Bay 6. Baltimore 2
Chicago White Sox 6. Boston 4
N.Y Yankees 4. LA Angels 1
Monday's Games
Texas (Benoit 1-1) at Baltimore
(Cabrera 8-7), 6:05 p.m
Boston (D.Wells 8-5) at Tampa Bay
(Watictitar 3.6), 6:15 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Garcia 9-4) at
Kansas City (Greinke 3-11), 7:10 p.m.
Detroit(Robertson 5-7) at Seattle
(R.Franldin 5-11)905 p.m.
Cleveland (Sabathia 6-7) at Oakland
(Zito 8-8). 9:05 p m

SportsBriefs
•Tryouts for eighth grade boys interested in Murray High School
junior varsity soccer will begin Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. at the Mallary
France Soccer Complex.

•Cubs ...

t
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From Page 1B

From Page 1B

petition began), but once I
stepped on the water, it really wasn't bothering me at all.
I was really surprised by that."
The only other time Collins
had been a No. I seed had
been in the slalom competition, and he missed a second

Murray Ledger & Eines

NATIONAL LEAGUE ROUNDUP

•Collins ...

•
•

•••
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day night with friends, his mother, his three children, numerous sponsors, and teammates
at a big bash at Paris' Ritz Hotel.
He even invited longtime rival
Jan Ullrich, the 1997 Tour winner and five-time runner-up —
three to Armstrong.
Ullrich finished third this
year. right behind Italy's Ivan
Basso.
Armstrong will be back on
the Tour next year, as adviser
to close friend Johan Bruyneel,
the Discovery Channel team
director.
"I have a special place in
my heart for this race," he
said. "I dream about coming
back to France, telling stories
to my children. I really care
about it."
Armstrong won the 23-day
race comfortably, again.
He finished 4 minutes and
40 seconds ahead of Basso and
6:21 clear of Ullrich, who has
finished off the podium only
once since placing second during his debut in 1996. Ullrich
struggled into a fourth-place finish last year.
Armstrong praised the two
riders, who could fight to succeed him as champion next
year.
"To end a career with this
podium is really a dream,"
Armstrong said.
He hugged Ullrich, the powerful German rider who pushed
him so close to defeat two
years ago. Armstrong's winning margin in 2003 was 61
seconds, his smallest ever.
"What he did was sensational," Ullrich said. "It is his
seventh victory. He deserved it."
Emotion flowed when Armstrong took the podium one
last time, hand over heart, "The
Star-Spangled Banner" ringing

out over the Champs-Elysees.
"You have to cherish that
moment because it won't ever
happen again," Armstrong said
Monday on ABC's "Good
Morning America."
Behind her dark glasses.
Crow fought back tears — as
Armstrong had done Saturday
when he won the Saint-Etienne time trial to clinch the
final stage win of his illustrious career.
"It's a great story and to
see it coining to a close for
me, and I'm sure for a lot of
other people, it's a very emotional experience," Crow said.
He led his three children
up the podium steps. His 3year-old twin daughters, Grace
and Isabelle, wore yellow dresses and stood by their 5-yearold brother Luke.
"Vive le Tour, forever," Armstrong said in his parting speech,
arms raised in the air one final
time.
He also delivered a final
shot at "the people who don't
believe in cycling, the cynics
and the skeptics" who suspect
that doping is rife in the grueling sport and fueled his dominance.
"I'm sorry for you. I'm sorry
you don't believe in miracles.
But this is a hell of a race,"
he said. "You should believe
in these athletes, and you should
believe in these people. I'll be
a fan of the Tour de France
for as long as I live. And there
are no secrets — this is a hard
sporting event and hard work
wins it."
Armstrong's all-encompassing approach to cycling modernized a sport steeped in tradition. Rivals fell behind as
they failed to match his preparation.

Richard H. Stout, M.D.
ASTHMA & ALLERGY CLINIC
Practice and specialized training dedicated exclusively to
'he treatment of asthma. hay fever, sinus diseases. eczema
and other allergic disorders in children and adults.
No Referral Necessary • New Patients Welcome

7517451 • 2957 Hwy. 641 N., Murray, KY 42071

From Page 1B
Aramis Ramirez's 27th
homer in the eighth, a tworun shot off Julian Tavarez,
had given the Cubs a 4-3 lead
as the St. Louis bullpen failed
to hold a one-run lead for Jeff
Suppan for the second straight
Start.
Todd Walker started the winning rally with a double off
Al Reyes (3-2). Derrek Lee
and Ramirez were intentional-'
ly walked around a sacrifice
by Jeromy Burnitz to load the
bases, and with two outs Perez
lined Reyes' first pitch to right
for his eighth homer and first
grand slam since July 3, 1999
against the Padres.
Reyes was just trying to get
ahead in the count. He has
extra time to dwell on it since
the Cardinals are off on Monday.
"I was trying to make a
good pitch in a good location,
so I missed the location, and
he took advantage," Reyes said.
"Tomorrow is going to be good
day to forget what happened
tonight."
The Cardinals jumped on
Prior for three solo home runs
in the first inning, then managed only four hits the rest of
the way and concluded a 6-4
homestand.
"We lost a couple of games
in this homestand like that,"
St. Louis manager Tony La
Russa said. "You leave it open
for the other club and they're
liable to get you, no matter
how good your bullpen is."
Henry Blanco had his second career four-hit game and
drove in two runs for the Cubs,

who are 7-4 since the All-Star
break. Blanco, the Cubs' backup catcher, entered the game
batting .176 with eight RBIs.
Lee was 0-for-I with four
walks for the Cubs, ending a
seven-game hitting streak during which he was 11-for-31
fmt
, homers

and inine

RBIs. One of the walks came
with one out in the seventh
against Brad Thompson, and
he scored with two outs when
Ramirez hit a 1-1 pitch from
Julian Tavarez over the left-field
wall for his 27th home run.
Ramirez is 16-for-35 (.457)
during an eight-game hitting
streak. He was I4-for-30 on
the Cubs' seven-game trip with
six homers and 11 RBIs and
helped the Cubs raise their
record in St. Louis the last six
seasons to 11-33.
In six innings, Suppan was
troubled only by Blanco and
allowed two runs on five hits.
"He pitched well enough to
win," La Russa said. "We got
three and couldn't add any
more. You've got to add."
Three of the Cardinals' first
five batters took Prior over the
right-field wall as Abraham
Nunez connected with one out
and Jim Edmonds and John
Mabry followed with back-toback two-out shots. Prior
allowed only an infield hit in
his last five innings.
It was the first time the
Cardinals hit three homers in
an inning since April 9, 2004
at Arizona. It also was the first
time in Prior's career that he
allowed back-to-back homers,
and the first time he'd surrendered three in an inning.

III Crane ...
From Page 1B
change my routine. I don't feel
I was too far off (the pace)."
But he was way ahead of
the field, finishing at 20-under
260. Chad Campbell (65) finished five shots back in third,
and two-time winner Jeff
Sluman (68) was fourth at 14
under.
Crane, whose lead never
dipped below three strokes in
the final round, is only the
second wire-to-wire winner in
Milwaukee, joining Ed Snead,
who did it in 1974 at Tuckaway Country Club.
Verplank said he knows
Crane is trying his best.
-He's just very fidgety. He
stands over the ball and bobs
and weaves and swivels around
a lot, you know?" Verplank said.
"I think I'd probably pass out."
Verplank, who was also in
Crane's threesome Saturday
when his slow pace put them

on the clock, doesn't like the
way the PGA tour penalizes
the playing partners of slowpokes.
"No, they need to start ...
singling out players, I think.
That's one only way to do it."

Lindy Saito,
WontIstdry

*my

Tope on you lb ilIt/COVZO.
carded is /aloe
404 Mai, M.•753-3842

TV, radio
Monday, July 25
GOLF
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — Battle at The Bridges, Tiger
Woods and John Daly vs. Phil
Nickelson and NAM Goon,at
Rancho Santa Fs, Oat
7 p.m.
ABC — Battle at The aridgss. Tiger
Woods and John Daly vs. Phil
MIclusison and ROM Goosion. at
Rancho Santa FA Call.
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — Regional coverage, Texas at
Baltimore or Boston at Tampa Bay

•••
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LEGAL NOTICE
A(n) final settlement of accounts
has been filed in
Calloway District
Court by Jerry
Wayne
Boggess.
Administrator of
the Estate of Allie
Faye
Boggess.
deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed
in
the
Calloway County
District Court on or
before the hearing,
which is set on 8-805 at 11:00 a.m.
Vicki Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A(n) final settlement of accounts
has been filed in
the
Calloway
District Court by
Tamra M. Wilson,
guardian
for
Candice M. Wood,
minor child.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed
in
the
Calloway District
Court on or before
the hearing set on
8-8-05 at 11:00 a.m.
Vicki Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
Atn ) final settlement of accounts
has been filed in
Calloway District
Court
by Alton
Swift of the Estate
of Donald C. Swift,
deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed
in
the
Calloway County
District Court on or
before the hearing,
which is set on 8-805 at 11:00 a.m.
Vicki Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
At n) final settlement of accounts
has been filed in
Calloway District
Court by Lesa Keel,
Administratrix of
the
Estate
of
Donnie R. Keel,
deceased.,
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed
in
the
Calloway County
District Court on or
before the hearing,
which is set on 8-805 at 11:00 a.m.
Vicki Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

COPELAND
Orchards.
Peaches •Nectarines
•Tomatoes
•Vegetables
All
home
grown
Murray
location
(270)623-8312

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
PRACTICAL
Dental
Assisting We are now
taking applications for
the class which starts
September 10th, 2005.
You will be trained on
Saturdays
11
for
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present lob
while you gain skills for
a new career. Most
dental assistants have
evenings, weekends &
holidays off. For information visit our website

Help *Lead

Put your home
videos on DVD.
Your tapes stay
$24.95
OAKWOOD STUDIO

REGISTERED DIETI
CIAN
for
monthly
review in 25 bed nursing
home
in
Tennessee 731-2473205. ask for Anita.

753-7050

Ps)Iiii RI

,A

Lost aid Found
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

PURYEAR NURSING
HOME NEEDS weekend
R.N. Flexible
hours. 731-247-3205

DANCERS
earn
$1,000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270759-2153, 270-2932069, or (270)5340333 after 5P1A4
DRIVERS
OC/KY, A KY BASED
BULK CARRIER HAS
NEW BUSINESS.
NEED DRIVERS AND
OWNER OPERATORS
Wi HAZMAT IN
OWENSBORO,
CALVERT CITY, AND
LOUISVILLE. MUST
HAVE 2 YRS OTR,
GOOD RECORD. WE
OFFER FULL BENEFITS, 401k, SIGN-ON
BONUS.(800)3282657
EXPERIENCED commercial electrician for
local work. 752-0778,
ask for Chns.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel Apply in
person only

060
Help Wonted

Assistant Bursar, Bursar's Office,
Murray State University. Full-time, notenure track position to begin August
2005. Qualifications: Bachelor's
degree, five years experience in accounts
receivable, customer relations and
supervisory
experience
required.
Excellent oral and written communication and analytical skills, preferred.
Ability to complete tasks under demanding time schedules preferred. Experience
with mainframe computer applications,
bookkeeping and a working knowledge
of Microsoft Office applications preferred. Responsibilities: Management
of all phases of the student billing and
receivable system and student tuition
and fees payment plans. Reconciliation
of daily mainframe computer reports for
receivables and cash, design and update
of University publications related to student account information, production of
all IRS information returns and maintain knowledge of related federal regulations. Train and supervise staff associated
with
the
above
functions.
Application Deadline Date: August 5,
2005. lb Apply: Send letter of application, resume, and the names, addresses,
and phone numbers of four professional
references to: Assistant Bursar Search,
Accounting
& Financial
Services,
Murray State University, 200 Sparks
Hall, Murray, KY 42071-3312. Women
and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Murray State University is an equal education and employment opportunity,
M/F/D, AA employer.

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Part-time positions for
Circulation Department
Must be able to work
early hours..
Interested persons
should apply ot
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY

www.BohleDental.com
or call our office (270)
442-0256
Limited
enrollment! Call Now

bUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTal
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HR/1T Coordinator
Gardner Denser. 11k: an StittoM worldwide manufacturer 01 all
iximpressors. pumps, and Moss ers hiis an immediate opening for a
Human Resource Specialist in Mayfield. KY This positioa reports
directly to the Operations Manager and has HR/flf responsibility
for the Air Relief Centrifugal Compressor Business.
The successful candidate must be an energeuc, detail-onerned
person with excellent computer skills and a working knowkdge of
MS networking,software, and operating systems. CO21111111114:21100
skills along with ability to maintain confidentiality are critical. A
4-year degree is preferred and HR experience is required

IN
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AA

Al Types of Refuse Service

No calls please. Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/DA'

3.91 PHONE CARDS

EARN $30-$35K WITH FULL
BENEFIT PACKAGE
Call (270) 319-1170
Ask for Mr. Neal
E0E/MF

Director of Pharmacy
(Full-Time Position)
and Relief Pharmacist
(1-2 days per week)
Must posses B.S. in Pharmacy from
an accredited College of Pharmacy
& an active license within state of
Kentucky to
practice pharmacy.
Send resume to:
Attn: Human Resources
Trigg County Hospital
P.O. Box 312
Cadiz, KY 42211

‘19.95
,.

1-i )--;1-2411

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

We are looking for 4 sales people
with or without experience and 1
tech that must have own tools.
We offer great benefits. Excellent
working environment. Send
resume to: P.O. Box 1040-A,
Murray, KY 42071.
060
Help Arad

The Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation is seeking
a full time program director to develop programs in the Park
and to enhance partnerships with community, public, and private agencies.
Essential duties and responsibilities are as follows:
1) Plans, coordinates, directs, and evaluates recreational
services in county-wide programs and specialty areas
including senior citizens, youth, special events, and
natural resources/environmental education.
2) Requires the ability to identify community needs,
coordinates and develops appropriate programs.
31 Recruit/Supervise part-time and volunteer recreational
staff,
4) Plan broadcast coverage for events.
5)Prepare and distributes fact sheets, fliers, brochures, and
media releases.
6)Develops and maintains MCCPR website.
Requirements:
1) Bachelors Degree in recreation, physical education, or
closely related field. Additional qualifying work experience
may be substituted on year-for-year basis for the
required college.
2) Have the ability to create a sound fiscal program that
includes budgeting and capital projects.
3)Strong communication skills which include: interpersonal,
public speaking, and writing.
4) Excellent computer and graphic layout skills.
5) Must be willing to work evenings, weekends, and holidays
Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation offers a
competitive compensation and benefit package includes health
insurance, life insurance, retirement, paid vacation, personal
and holidays, and sick days.
Resumes must be received by August 1, 2005 at 4:00 p.m.

FULL-TIME Custome
Suppor
Representatives
Needed. At least one
year
college required. 18
paid days off/year,
health, and life insurance. Email
resumes
to
candiceepowerclaim.c
om or mail to Hawkins
Research. 406 N. 4th
St, Murray, KY 42071.
FULL-TIME Software
Developer Needed. At
least 2-year degree
required, and
minimum one year
experience preferred_
V116,
.NET,
and
MSSOL experience
needed. Great benefits
package.
Email
resumes
to
candice@ po werclaim.c
om Or
mail
to
Hawkins
Research, 406 N. 4th
St, Murray. KY 42071.

HAIR stylist needed.
High traffic salon with
walk-ins.(270)2933545

Bull Pen
Steaks 8r'Spirirs
now accepting
applications
for experienced
kitchen help.
Apply rri person
Between 2pm-5pm
Mon-Fri
110 South 5th
Street.

Send resume to:
NOW taking applications at Breaktime
Billiards for weekends
and nights Apply in
person.

Murray-Calloway County Parks
Attn: Brad Steele, Park Director
900 Payne St.
Murray, KY 42071
Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation is an equal
opportunity employer and does not discriminate on the basis of
race, religion, color, sex, age, national origin, or disability.

Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners

mo. - 21 ins'

Cellular Ser% ice

SALES & Managemen
Opportunities
Mus
have excellent people
skills, good work ethic
and be willing to train
people. For consideration, either call Michael
Nance 270-762-9137
or send resume to:
660-B North 12th St.,
Murray, KY 42071.

Applications available online at:
www.trigghospital.org
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

Vol!' i Internet Phone Coil%)

CAREER
OPPORTUNITY

Trigg County Hospital

Self Memorialization,
a gift for those who
love you.

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Vs oo.lootriii pitotichill.conlim kr
74;3-0444

MANAGER TRAINEE

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY moms

— PREPLANNING —
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Disposal

Fern Terrace of Murray, LLC
1505 Stadium View Drive
EOE

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $912 on Part A; $110 on
Part B. Call me for more information

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

•

Apply in person

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Alois st. 4111Wirovamaiaus

ilhaTer. KT WI
17405114011

•
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Full Time,6A-2P
Prefer experience but will train, pleasant
atmosphere, good working conditions.

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Limousines & Vans

We offer competitive wages and an excellent benefits package,
Please send resume and salary history in ,onfidence to
Operations Manager
Air Relief, Inc
PO.Boa 311
Mayfield. KY 42066

INSURANCE

labFi.Tig1

PAINTERS needed At
least 5 years residential experience. Call
270-443-6735 9AM6PM

For Real Estate & Contents Auction, Call
Wayne - (270)753-5086
Roger - (270)703-6000
Diana - (270)527-2931

060

wr

*anled
PIZZA Pro now accepting applications Must
have clean driving
record for 3 years
Must work weekends
PROGRAMMER
S'PORTABLE
Scoreboards has an
immediate opening for
a
PROGRAMMER.
Candidate must have 5
years of direct expenence in the development of software with
the ability to troubleshoot complex problems beyond specific
areas of expertise.
Proficiency in Visual
Basic. ASP. VbScript,
.NET, SQL, Access
required. Knowledge of
Assembler,
Intel
imbedded and various
C flavors preferred_
The successful candidate will work with the
Engineering Dept_ and
Systems department to
integrate hardware and
software and implement business initiatives. Candidate will
also provide network
support and troubleshooting.
S'PORTABLE
Scoreboards
otters
competitive benefits
and wages commensurate with experience.
To apply, send resume
jobs scoreboa rd 1 co
m.
S'portable
Scoreboards is an
Equal
Opportunity
Employer.
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train Call
M-F 9am-1pm only' 1800-578-8799
SMALL
Puryear
Nursing Home looking
for
responsible,
dependable Certified
Nurse Assistant for resident care. Call Carolyn
1-731-247-3205.
Tue/Wed/Thurs 8AM2P14
TAKING applications
for all positions at
Rudy's, 104 S 5th
Experience a must
Apply in person. No
phone calks!
WANTED: Aspfundh
Tree Experts looking
for CDL drivers, bucket
operators, and experienced trimmers Call
David Chapman, coal
859-314-5068 or 859983-6040

BABYSITTER needed
in my home 3PM-1AM
References required
753-9580, leave message
BABYSITTER needed,
3 days/week. Starting
in August. 753-6232
CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H. 759-9553.
MIRACLES
Detail
housecleaning
and
construction clean up
26 years expenence
References If interested, please call 7679428
NEED
good
a
Housecleaning? Call
753-1016
WILL clean up before
and after renters, construction, remodeling,
etc. Walls, floors, windows.
etc
Experienced-Valerie
436-5914

QUICK
Serve
Restaurant for sale in
Henry Co. Ranked #1
by Fortune 500 over
10yrs Complete buy
out less than $1401c.
Details for senous
inquiries
only
(270)759-2416

MDM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all. Call
Larry at 753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
NOW buying all scrap
metal, aluminum cans
and scrap cars (will
pock up cars.) Key Auto
Parts 1850 ST RT 121
South. 753-5562

USED carpeting, electric baseboard healers,
refrigerators, air conehonors, stoves, and
doors. 753-4109
WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week

I.
.....
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SINGLE AND DOU
BLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo s - Call today
at 731442-6447.

527-3108 • 1-8114)--155-31)01
l'arts I hvt. II
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NEON BEACH
MIN1-STORAGE
'All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853
FurnishInp
BRICK
for
sale
approximately 3.500
solid and 6,000 face
brick 753-2205
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $200
each 270-492-8614
DIRECTV
Satellite system, up to
4 rooms. Total Choice
w/local channels only
$29.99 for 3 months or
Call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901 or
887-455-0901
EXERCISE machine,
includes
weights
Pnce $65 OBO.
Sanyo Stereo, 2 speakers, 3 disk CD/2 cassette/AM/FM,
$30
OBO. Contact: Ryan or
Alexa 761-2657
FUE,
HBO
&
Showdme.
Satellite system up to 4
rooms, tree DVR or HD
upgrade Get the top
60 channels including
local networks for
$19.99 per mo. plus get
8 channels of HBO &
10
channels
of
Showtime free for 3
months. For more info
call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901 or
877-455-0901
PANASONIC
53"
widescreen TV with
stand and home theatre system included
HD ready. Like new.
$700 761-2064 or 9780667
PROPANE tank. 500
gallon. recently painted, ready to go $700
firm. 270-436-5492
RESTAURANT equipment for sale Serious
inquiries
only.
(270)705-8611
RG6 Coax cable 1' or
1.000' 15 cents per ft.
Phone wire, all types
antennas, scanners,
XM & Sirius satellite
radios. High quality at
low prices. Come by
Beasley's at 500 N. 4th
St or call 759-0901
STRAW for sale. $2 a
bale. 489-2436, if no
answer leave message

DIRT DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Gravel & white rock also
Call Terrell Tidwell.

753-9075
227-2193
WANT to buy: old gocarts and parts Ken
753-7050
WHITE satin wedding
dress
w/
capped
sleeves. size 16 5200
Call
270-753-6909
after 5PM

Large Selection
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
•_he square
753-1713
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BROYHILL sofa, oversized
chair,
and
ottoman Lane rocker
recliner $750 for set or
will sell separately
(270)247-2011
180
Lawn & Garden
CUB Cadet Hydrostatic
Zero
Turn
mower
model 22HP Force
48. 1 pair extra drive
wheels and tires. Like
new. has 32 hours Call
436-2106 if no answer
leave message. No
calls after 8.00PM.
STATESMAN Mower
16.5HP.
42in,
Hydrostatic. $500.
Craftsman 16 5HP, 46
in.cut Needs rear axle.
$300. 270-492-8614
200
Sports Equipment
BOWFLEX.
$600
OBO. Call after 5. 7536384
NICE exercise equipment
Digital
crosstrainer bike dual
action treadmill bun &
thigh rocker No reasonable offers refused
#753-4621
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
12X65,2 br, approx 1/2
acre tot, tenced to
backyard. all appliances. new carpet, 2
car
garage.
good
neighborhood.
E.
Chestnut.
Puryear,
$23,500.
731-7823634 or 731-644-4712
1992 Franklin 28x64
3BR. 2 bath. 529.500
OBO. 437-4722, must
be moved.
1997 Clayton Mobile
Home, 16x80, 3br,
2bths, garden tub. fireplace, 2004 A/C unit &
storage unit goes %Ai/sell
of home Must sell
$21,700. 753-9107 or
978-1672
2005 CLOSE OUTS Singlewicles
and
Doublewides - Buy
today
and
save
51.000's WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438
3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
DOUBLEWIDE:
Fireplace Huge Master
Bed & Bath)) Low payments) Land available)
731-584-9429
3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
DOUBLEWIDE: on 2
acres near Parish) Call
today!) 731-584-9429
LARGE 4 BEDROOM,
2 BATH HOME - Land
packages available)
731-584-9429
NICE, clean sound
older mobile home.
Must be moved! 12x56.
1.5BA. 2BR. This is a
great livable home, or a
great cabin to have on
the lake, or it could be
used as an office.
54.000. For information, call 270-3452713. 270-832-6967
REDUCED MOBILE
home and lot $13,500
753-6012
_in vww.r-ri-t
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460
Homes For Sale

FOR SALE
Spacious home located near Oaks Country Club at
435 Oakwood Circle
-*sir fir z Log wpor.7:

.2_11

•

Exquisile home features 5 bedrooms, 3.5 baths. esti°
lad suaroom. The 4 car gamy has unfinished apartment that would be ideal for extended family members
er college aged children. Immediate possecoon. call
270.762-9972 for appointment. Serious leonine,oni),

TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
Bedrooms
and
2
Baths? Both priced in
the $50's Call 731E42-6438 today"

RED OAKS APTS.
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8868.

MaryNW
ROOM for rent $100
plus 1/2 utilities 7679091
Houses For Rent

26R, $255 753-6012
2BR,
2BA
(270)527-8808
NICE 2BR
753-9866

$300

No pets

LOTS for rent 7539866
LOTS including sewer
and water Hardin area.
270-527-8808
320
Apartments For Rent
1 BR duplex furnished
near lake $250 month
Deposit & utilities, no
pets 436-6081
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1, 2. 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1.2, & 3BR apts available Please call 7538221.
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.
1BR, 1 bath studio,
$335 month. 2813. 1
bath. washer & dryer.
$410 month. 753-7559
1BR. 1 bath. washer &
dryer, $325 month.
753-7559
1BR, some utilities
paid. No pets. 7679037
1BR-4BR apartments.
Ask about move in free
days. Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR 2 bath. 2 blocks
from MSU. w/d hookup. no pets $395 per
month
&
deposit
References required.
Daytime
753-3949
after 6pm 759-3050
`213P Apt
Cambridge
area. 293-6968.
2BR, 2 bath, W&D.
water
included.
$550/mo 753-2225
2BR,furnished & unfurnished
apartments
1604 & 1606 Miller
Ave.
753-0932.
(270)519-2699
DUPLEX. 2BR, C/H/A,
wid hook-up. Lease.
No pets. $390 plus
deposit.
1802-1/2-A
Monroe Ave 753-8002
2BR condominiums.
Story Avenue. All
appliances.
$ 450 /month.
(270)767-9948. apply
at 2104 Country Rd.,
Southwest Villa
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for: 1br
starting at $330/month.
2br townhouses, basic
rent $360/ month. Call
753-1970
Leave
Message.
FURNISHED
apartment. Bedroom with
keyed lock and pnvate
bath: share LR, Kit,
laundry. $199 mo.
Includes utilities, cable,
Internet 270-836-8410
LARGE duplex. 2BR,
1.58A w/ washer &
dryer. storage, $500
436-5685
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NICE 2BR duplex 7537457 or 436-6357
ONE bedroom apartment in
charming
Victorian country setting. Newly remodeled.
Large deck & great
view
Washer/dryer,
refrigerator. stove. Very
quiet Only $395 per
month with all utilities
paid including trash
pick-up. 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Deposit and references required. 270492-8211
VERY nice 1BR, 1
Bath. central 14/A, all
appliances with W/D.
Great location. 1 year
tease. 1 month deposit.
No pets 753-2905

little body rust, runs
good. NOV/ tires. $1,800
080.
1989
Chevy
Conversion Van 350
V8. rear air, runs good,
$2.600 0130.
1979 Chevy Pickup,
lots new parts, new
tires, runs good, transmission leak $1,000
080.
Everything must go!
Please call Susan at
630-553-9819, 630865-3274

1BR newly decorated,
$350 plus deposit No
pets 753-8582
3 bedroom brick home
1-1/2 bath, garage,
storage
building,
fenced yard, screened
porch
$750/month
Call 759-1693
38R, 1305 Vine 4BR,
107 S 14th 753-0932
(270)519-2699
3BR, IBA, $385 per
month plus deposit
978-0742
DUPLEX in town, 28R,
1 bath $400/mo 25R,
2 bath $500/mo Both
C/H/A and full basement with lots of storage 767-0433, 2935090

TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer
$125,000
270-7534109. 270-227-1545
Lake Property
CABIN and lot, needs
TLC, has water, electnc
on nice lot 1/2 mile
from
boat
ramp,
$15,000 Call 753-6870
KY-LAKE
Barkley
dockable waterfront.
2.95 acres, $129,900.
new to market, won't
last!
Call
owner
(270)924-4328
Lots For Sale

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE *Inside climate
control storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
IIEFimercial Prop
For Sale
1 duplex for sale in
Northwood, $89,000.
293-1446

2 car shop for rent
Water & electric furnished (270)293-9090
707 South 12th Street.
South Center. 700,
1,000, 1,200 sq.ft.
Available
in
September.
Phone
753-1252, 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
GIG/H,
restrooms,
plenty of parking, near
judicial building. 7593772 752-0201 (after
hours.) Ask for Nelson
Shroat
OFFICE space for rent.
304 N. 4th Street.
Lower floor of Lamkin
Law Office. 753-1737
for details.
OFFICE space, Village
Center, 1406 North
12th St. 1,200 sq.
tt.753-7559
PROFESSIONAL
office space for lease.
Space available from
200-6,400 sq. ft. Call
293-5657, 293-3181

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
PUPPIES, Calm Terrier
males, $125. Shih-Tzu
males, $125 & $175,
270-382-2831
REG. English Setter
puppies. Tricky Dick
blood line. $150. 270247-5222
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

PUREBRED Arabian
mare 14 years old.
Call 759-1693

ESTATE Sale:
1977 Sea Raye 14ft.
boat, includes 00-20
Johnson motor, trolling
motor, fish locator, 4
metal gas tanks, and a
6 horsepower Evinrude
motor. $1,200 0130.
1980 Chevy 350 small
block 1/2 ton 4 wheel
drive. Motor. Frame.
and 4 wheel drive are
good. Body in bad
shape. $800 0130.
1987 Ford F150 351
V8 Automatic, no o/d,

2 lots with restnctions
1 5 acres & 1 acre 5
miles north or Murray.
752-7312

408 Chantilly Dr. 2BR,
2 aM baths. Buil in '97
Fenced In backyard,
car attached garage
Remodeled from '02'05. Like new, move-in
condition.
Asking
(270)293$69,900.
4091
ENJOY Nfe in the country just 5 minutes from
the heart of Murray in
this adorable home
with completely remodeled tnterior Enjoy the
large yard and nice
front porch in this
pleasant neighborhood
on a closed-end street.
2 be, 3 br with office or
playroom or 4 br Brand
new HVAC, brand new
carpet. paint, cabinets ready to move in. 67
Countryside Dr., off
121S. $89,000, 270853-6184 or 534-0143

lir

ercycies & AT1's

2000 Honda 300 EX
good shape, $1,800
OBO 437-4125

r

igli
port Utility Vehicles

2004 Ford Expedition
Eddie Bauer, loaded,
$27,000
warranty,
293-7493

'94 Chevy Blazer 4.3
Vortex. Very
nice,
$2,800. 1601 Loch
Lomond.
978-1159
Jody

1831Ueed Cars
LAKE access: 2 lots in [
Cedarling
Hills
Subdivision, approx.
1/2 acre each, $18,900
out
\
-„,
each. (937)885-4411
l)At
.
PERMANENT
easy
access to lake 4 wooded half acre lots
Cadillac • Pontiac
($18.000-$22,000) or
Buick
(2)
acre
1
lots
2001
Mitsubishi
Galant
($33,000-$37,000)
silver LS V6 with anti
Located next to 2 large
theft system, air bags,
expensive
homes
loaded. $8,000 080.
Water and electric
or
available
(270)227- (270)376-2413
(270)705-2571
0406

Brandon

Weep
52 acres located on
Faxon Rd. Heavily
wooded with some
pine, some hardwood.
Ideal for hunting or
secluded living. Could
be divided into smaller
tractS. 549.590 Call
Kopperud Reatty 7531222 for details. MLS#
26018

2001 Nissan Sentra,
58,000 miles, great
condition,
$7,000
(859)361-0189

436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair. Tune-up
specials. Work guaranteed, tree pick-up/delivery.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work
492-8888 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Calf
Carters.
A-1
Lambs
Tree
Service: Hauling, Junkcleanup, gutter cleaning. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044.
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair, sagging floors,
termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo
(270)753-9372
or
(270)753-0353
APPLIANCE &
ELECTRICAL REPAIR

CARPORTS Starting
at 4675. metalled. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113.
CONCRETE finishing.
DrIveways, sidewalks,
etc 752-0500, 7593229
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Ask about our painting
special
293-5438
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAUUNG.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ASPHALT
SEALCOA11NG
•Commercial
•Residential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SEALCOATING
(270) 753-2279

AUTRY
ROOFING

David's Cleaning
Services

I.

;

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.
INTERIOR PAINTING
and wallpapering Free
estimates call Lone 0
Graceful
Changes
(731)822-3080
or
(607)738-2910

J&L PLUMBING INC

1-866-600-7707
JUNK/Rubbish
Removal, clean out
attics garages, yard
waste, etc Low rates
(270)489-2583

SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work.
Free estimates Call
767-0958 and 270519-8570
TOM Byars and Sons
Vinyl
Siding
and
Windows. Also insulated
Florida rooms,
screened rooms and
metal roofs. Free estimates. Over 40 years
in business Family
owned. Phone. 527E916 or 1-800-7288113.

ght:Lc
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BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

Over 30 years
experience
Sales & Instafiation
• 753-7728
LAYTON
Hudson.
hauling & backhoe
753-4545, 767-0213

1998
Mustang
Convertible V6, 76,000
miles. green with camel
colored top, excellent
condition,
$8,500.
(270)z93-1222
BIRTHDAY
1997 Ford Escort. HAPPY
Sec
Tuesday, July 24, 2005:
$1,800 753-5983
You'll have quite a year if you
are willing to travel and explore
Used Trucks
new horizons. Some might
Nome For Sae
2001 White Chevy 2 become armchair travelers; oth71 LT. Highway miles. ers will go back to school. You
102 Lynnwood Dr. off
new tires; Leather inte will want to break past your
121S.
Outstanding
nor, Exc. condition established
thought patterns.
38R. 28A brick ranch
$19,900 080. 752
Toss out black-and-white thinkon nice comer lot in 6488 or 753-9342
great neighborhood. 1996 Ford F350 dually, ing! A partner or associate puts
you on a pedestal, sometimes to
This home is complete7.3L diesel, crew cab,
your
detriment. Others might try
ly new inside. It also
new transmission, tool
has a new 24x30
box, 92K miles. 753- to pull the wool over your eyes.
detached
garage. 4882
You are likely to not care at all
Bonus room upstairs.
anyway.
If you are single, an
5'^
This is a must see
intense liaison enters your life.
Campus
home.
$136,900.
This person could be very differ(270)753-8195
1996
Coachman ent from what you have experi2 bedroom A-frame
Catalina travel trailer. enced so far. If you are attached,
house on 497 off 94E
7x20 slideout. Loaded, travel opens new doors and
By Kentucky lake,
very good condition, allows the two of you to relate
$15,000
Joe (270)
$10,000. 759-1605
on a deeper level with more
853-4517
understanding. ARIES pushes
2BR
with
vertical
duplex behind. Great
you past your mental cobwebs.
investment. $69,500.
Appreciate this person's efforts.
Bass
1993
Tracker
Pro
270-753-4109, 270Sebes. 17.5 with 60HP
227-1545
Tracker by Johnson The Stars Show the Kind of
38R, 1.5BA, Kirksey
motor and Tracker trail- Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
area, beautiful setting, er,
trolling motor and 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
new flooring, new
depth finders. Already 1-Difficult
C/H/A. (270)252-0660
licensed.
Excellent
4 bedroom/2BA house
condition. 753-6437
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
on 2.8 acres. 3,300
1993 Celebrity, 22 ft., *** A meeting makes you even
sq.ft. including garage.
350 Mercruiser. open more enthusiastic than you've
Barn and outbuildings.
bow, great condition, been in the past. Brainstorm with
lnground pool. Call
$9,000 080. 270-705- others. Ideas flow out of you and
after 5:00753-9918
1648
others as if thoughts were water
NEW 3,500 sq.ft. home
1991 16' Bass Tracker. in a fountain. You don't have to
overlooking Creekson
Aluminum, 1 depth make any decisions right now.
Bluff near Murray. finder,
trolling motor, Tonight: Continue tapping into
Acreage
available. trailer, $2,500.
767- your imagination.
270-767-0958
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
0843. 556-5726
** With others, ideas will flow.
You want to add a greater sense
of security to your life. A discussion with a partner or financial
expert could help you make solid
choices. Listen rather than
negate. Tonight: Take some time
off.
Mairray. Ratstsacief
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
HAULING
***** Others want to hear
CLEARING
your opinions. Bring everyone up
GENERAL CONTRACTINC
to speed on news. Allow an open
discussion and refuse to take
Cell 293-9569
270-434-277E
anything personally. You might
Justin Tripp, Owner
be delighted by what occurs. You
are on the right path. Tonight:
Zoom in on what you want.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Your intuition works with
someone you really care about
or with someone whose support
you need. You have many financial ideas. Test them out on oth"We Specialize in Cleaning"
ers before diving in. Another person might not be handling your
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
money as you'd like. Tonight:
*Brick -All External Cleaning
Bum the candle at both ends.
*Acid Cleaning Available
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveways
***** Delve into new possiDavid Borders
bilities, especially as the tried(270)527-7176 or (270) 293-0939
and-true might not be working
wel. Find experts. Brainstorm.
Detach. You will come up with

cLititt's
EXCAVATING

MASTER Plumber.
Almost retired, drains
cleared, plumbing fixtures
repaired
of
installed. (270)978.
0133

FREE Estimates
Full service remodeling, additions, decks,
and
porches.
Specialize in ceramic
and hardwood floors
227-1567

CHAD B. HUGHES
22 YEARS EXPEIUENCE
(270) 226-9398
(270)492-8191

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
-since 1971'
•Carpets •Upholstery
mergenc-y Water
Removal rata*
Drying
Free Estimates
-Got Dirt?"
753-5827

Horoscopes

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592

By Jacqueline Bigar
powerful solutions to a situation.
You don't need to make a decision just yet. Tonight: Rent a
movie.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You have a sixth sense
about which way to go on a personal matter. You might not be
up to disclosing your thoughts
yet, even to that special person.
Observe and see what comes
up. Add more flourish to your
day. Tonight: Walk by water.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Others have their opinions. Meetings prove to be networking or brainstorming sessions. Let go of control, and you
will get more of what you want.
Others might be quite insistent.
Zero in on what is important to
you ultimately. Tonight: Just say
yes.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Investigate different
ways to streamline your daily
must-do list. Someone around
you has many suggestions. Don't
debunk this person's ideas. A
family member might be holding
back right now. Tonight: Ask for a
massage.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Once more, your spontaneity helps out in a situation.
Be aware that someone might
have a crush on you. Be careful
with this person's feelings. You
hear important news from a distance. Share the information.
Tonight: Romp away.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You might think that an
investment is perfect. Be very
careful if you are dealing with
your own finances. You could
easily make a mistake. Keep
your risk to a minimum. You will
be happier. Tonight: Take some
personal time.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** A friend plugs in some
important information that helps
you ask the right questions.
Others reveal much more of
what they are thinking. Carefully
consider your options before
making a call. Tonight: Chat with
a friend or loved one.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** What appears to be a good
idea, especially with your work,
might need to be tested first.
Your intuition is right-on with a
money matter. Buy a lottery ticket if you want. Just don't risk
beyond what you can afford to
lose, Tonight: Your treat.
BORN TODAY
Author Aldous Huxley (1894),
psychiatrist Carl Jung (1875),
singer Mick Jagger (1943)
4.11

Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigar.com.
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Leeldillack
10 years ago
Published are a feature story
and picture about Tommy Marshall who is retiring as Murray
City Administrator after 22 years
of service and serving with five
different mayors. The story is by
Staff Writer Amy Wilson.
Crystal Lynn Johnson was
crowned as the 1995 Murray-Calloway County Fair Queen at the
pageant, sponsored by the Murray Woman's Club in cooperation
of the Murray-Calloway County
Fair Board. Keni Lynn Buiel was
first runner-up and Shanna Renee
Norswonhy was second runnerup.
The 10th annual Jeanne Falwell Memorial Golf Tournament
is scheduled for Aug. 18 at the
Oaks Country Club.

20 years ago
Fred Cornelius, associate professor of English at Murray State
University, and Kaye Peebles,
teacher at Murray Middle School,
have been selected to participate
in the Kentucky Writing Institute
to be July 28-Aug. 2 at Lexington.
The Golden Aires Quartet will
celebrate its fifth year of gospel
singing at Walnut Street Baptist
Church, Benton. Members are Dane
Hodges, TinsPuckett, Darvin Stom,
Scott Gaddie and Danny Garland
with Regina Peeler as pianist.
Recent births reported include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. David
Harrison, July 3;1 a girl to Rodney and Vicki Yoak and a girl to
Kenneth and Tammy Henderson,
July 21.

30 years ago
Airman Michael F. Paschall, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Paschall,
has graduated from a technical
training course for United States
Air Force Administration Special-

ists at Biloxi, Miss.
Published is a picture of winners of the Oaks Country Club
Men's Golf Tournament who were
Kern Allbritten of Mayfield, champion; Nicky Ryan, first flight;
Doug Willoughby, second flight;
Ronnie Danner, third flight; Ben
Coleman, fourth flight; and Dale
Nance, fifth flight. The photo was
by Staff Photographer Mike Brandon.
Mike White, 4-H member from
Calloway County, showed the senior and grand champion Jersey
cow and Kent McCuiston of New
Concord showed the senior and
grand champion Holstein cow in
the 4-H and FFA Shows at the
Murray-Calloway County Fair.
"Holmes Ellis is attending his
last summer camp with the United States Army Reserves. He plans
to retire from the Reserves at the
end of his tenure," from column.
"Seen and Heard Around Murray" by James C. Williams. publisher.
James M. Yates is serving as
minister of the Green Plain Church
of Christ.
SO years ago
Ray Waggoner, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J.N. Waggoner of Murray,
has resigned as dean of students
at Kentucky Wesleyan, Owensboro,
to accept the position of dean of
students at Arizona State College,
Phoenix.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James McMinn, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James Solomon
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Taber.
Friendship Night was observed
by the Temple Hill Chapter No.
511 of the Order of the Eastern
Star.

DEAR ABBY: I'm 14, and
I don't wear shorts because
I'm self-conscious about my
legs. My mother is always
nagging me to wear them in
the heat.
The other
day. I overheard one of
Mom's girlfriends ask
her why I
don't wear
shorts, and
what's
wrong with
Dear Abby my legs?
next
The
day, Mom
By Abigail
told me she
Van Buren
was going to
put on some shorts and how
much cooler she felt. Then she
asked, "Aren't you hot in those
jeans? You should start wearing shorts."
Today, Mom had on some
new shorts, and she said they
were the most comfortable she
had ever worn. Then she handed me a bag with four pairs
of shorts and told me, "I got
you some, too." She told me
to try on a pair. I told her I
wasn't wearing them. She yelled
that I was being ridiculous to
wear jeans in 95-degree weather.
Later, I got out of the shower and saw the shorts on my
bed. All my jeans and pants
were gone. Mom then came
in and told me to put on the
shorts. She said, "You have

first officer to hold the rank.
In 1868, Congress passed an
act creating the Wyoming Territory.
In 1943, Benito Mussolini was
dismissed as premier of Italy by
King Victor Emmantrtl III, and
placed under arrest. (However.
Mussolini was later rescued by
the Nazis, and re-asserted his
authority.)
In 1946, the United States detonated an atomic bomb at Bikini

Atoll in the Pacific in the first
underwater test of the device.
In 1963, the United States, the
Soviet Union and Britain initialed
a treaty in Moscow prohibiting
the testing of nuclear weapons in
the atmosphere, in space or underwater.
In 1978. Louise Joy Brown.
the first "test tube baby," was
born in Oldham. England; she'd
been conceived through the technique of in-vitro fertilization.

40 years ago

Todaylnliistorv
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. July 25, the
206th day of 2005. There are 159
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 25, 1956, 51 people
died when the Italian liner Andrea
Doria sank after colliding with
the Swedish ship Stockholm off
the New England coast.
On this date:
In 1866, Ulysses S. Grant was
named General of the Army, the

Persistent bronchitis
needs investigation

Shorts are the issue in mom
and daughter's tug-of-war
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nice legs and look good wearing shorts. You look normal
now -- and don't you feel a
lot cooler?" She said she
expects me to wear shorts
every day for the rest of the
summer. What should I do? - NEEDS ADVICE IN TEXAS
DEAR NEEDS ADVICE:
You'll wear the shorts, and probably resent your mother every
day you put them on -- or
attempt a compromise. Believe
it or not, you don't need advice
as much as your mother does.
She has won the battle, but
at what price? She turned your
insecurity into a power struggle and pulled rank. There was
no reason to force you to wear
shorts other than the fact she
felt self-conscious in front of
her friend. Talk about misplaced
priorities!
•..
DEAR ABBY: I am writing because I'm having my
first child in October. I would
like my mother to be in the
room with me as I go through
the labor because she has had
four children and has coached
other women through labor.
My husband thinks it's unfair
to just have my mom in the
room, and he's insisting that
his mom be in the room, too.
I don't need his mother's help,
and I don't think it's necessary. He says he either wants
it to be just the two of us for
the entire labor and delivery,
or both of our moms during
the labor.
Do you think that's fair?
Shouldn't I have more say in
this since I'm the one having
the baby? -- PREGNANT AND
ANNOYED IN L.A.
DEAR PREGNANT: Your
husband does not have the
right to dictate who will attend
the .labor and delivery. When
he delivers, then he can decide
who should be there and for
how long.
Before this situation degenerates any further, make your
wishes known to your obstetrician. He or she can ensure
that they are carried out.
41•411

DEAR ABBY: I have recently become engaged to be married. My fiance and I have
been together about seven
months. We plan to be married next June.
My mother and I are trying to decide the proper time
engagement
the
put
to
announcement in the paper.
She thinks we should do it in
a few months, when we have
made our final decisions about
the wedding. I am clueless.
Can you help? -- IN LOVE
IN TEXAS
DEAR IN LOVE: According to Emily Post, announcements can appear as long as
a year in advance of the wedding, or as short a time as
one week.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
a 77-year-old man who had a
triple heart bypass eight years
ago. which has been entirely
successful. I
for
have
some time
now been
afflicted
with chronic bronchitis
the
with
usual symptoms of irriof the
Dr. Gott tation
bronchial
a
tubes,
By
of
feeling
Dr. Peter Gott
__ tightness in
the chest, hoarseness, and the
persistent coughing up of
mucus,some of which is cloudy
and streaked with blood. My
doctor has prescribed only an
inhaler(Atrovent)for treatment;
this has provided very little,
if any, relief. Is there any other
type of treatment that might
help alleviate this bronchial
condition?
DEAR READER: Chronic
bronchitis can sometimes mimic
other ailments, such as heart
failure and pulmonary disorders, including lung tumors.
In my opinion you need
further testing, including a
chest-X-ray, to define more
accurately the cause of your
symptoms.
If, indeed, bronchitis is your
problem, a course of antibiotic therapy is in order. If bronchitis is not to blame, you
need appropriate treatment.
I am particularly concerned
about your hemoptysis (coughing up blood). Ordinarily, this
is not a symptom of uncom-

plicated bronchitis. Therefore,
I urge you to follow up with
your primary care physician,
who may properly elect to refer
you to a pulmonary specialist
for the testing or further advice.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Pulmonary Disease."
DEAR DR. GOTT: With
reference to your recent statement that you are not aware
of any preventive measures for
chalazions, please let your readers know that there is a preventive measure they can take.
While I cannot cite any double-blind studies as to its effectiveness, I can say anecdotally that it has worked for me
for many years.
Back in the 1960s — long
ago, but I think that's when
it was — I had a number of
chalazions, and some missing
eyelashes will attest to surgery
for one of them. The ophthalmologist I had at the time recommended an "eye scrub." On
his advice, each morning on
arising and each night before
bed, I separate a cotton ball
into two halves, put some tearless baby shampoo on each of
them, moisten them, and then
gently scrub each eye with one
of the halves, followed by a
rinse with warm water.
In the many years I have
been following this routine, I
have never had another chalazion.
DEAR READER: Thank
you for your tip. Other readers have high praise for using
baby shampoo to prevent infections of the eyelids.
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Opening lead — ten of diamonds.
Declarer frequently finds it more
dangerous to have one defender on
lead rather than the other. Whenever
possible, therefore, he tries to
arrange his play so as to avoid the
dangerous opponent.
One of the outstanding examples
of the principle in action is this hand
played many years ago by Harold S.
Vanderbilt, generally regarded as the
inventor of contract bridge. It
occurred, appropriately enough, in
the Vanderbilt Cup team championship.
West led a diamond, and had
declarer finessed, he would have

very quickly gone down one. East
would have won and returned a club
to settle the issue then and there. But
Vanderbilt recogni7ed the danger of
attempting a diamond finesse and
instead adopted a senes of plays
designed to keep East off lead.
He started by winning the diamond with the ace and next cashed
the A-K of spades. A low trump to
dummy's nine was followed by the
jack of spades. When East played
low, Vanderbilt discarded his diamond loser. West won with the queen
and made the best return of a spade
to kill dummy's ten.
East ruffed, and South overuffed
with the king. Now declarer reentered dummy with a trump and led
the queen of diamonds. East covered
with the king, and Vanderbilt ruffed.
(Had East ducked the queen, declarer
would have discarded a club to
assure the contract. I
Vanderbiles 10th trick thus
became established without his ever
running the risk that East would gain
the lead for a club return through the
king. Dummy's last trump provided
the entry to cash the jack of diamonds and dispose of a club. Eventually declarer lost two club tricks
but made four hearts.
Vanderbilt's sequence of plays
was highly resourceful. He was practically sure to succeed, regardless of
where the queen of spades, king of
diamonds and ace of clubs were
located.
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Music industry cracking down
on online music swapping
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
For a man who describes himself as almost deaf, Michael
Brown stands accused of listening to a lot of free music online.
"I can't understand someone
sitting two feet from me," much
less listen to music, said the 56year-old Brown.
Turns out, Brown didn't do it,
hut his 17-year-old daughter has
admitted to swapping tunes illegally online.
Now Brown, like more than
12.500 others nationally and
nearly a dozen in Louisville, is
being sued by The Recording
Industry of America, on behalf
of several record labels, facing
accusations of illegally trading
copyrighted music online.
And, he's now faced with a
choice — pay thousands of dollars for a lawyer to fight the
charges or thousands to settle
with the recording industry.
The self-employed engraver,
who said he earned $13,410
from his business last year, said
neither option is affordable.
Brown is one of several
Louisville residents facing lawsuits. The defendants said they
feel unfairly singled out by
claims they can't afford to chal-
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lenge. All said the real culprits
are their children or grandchildren.
"Teenagers just don't regard
this a.s a crime," Brown said.
"It's like us swapping records
when we were kids."
The recording industry has a
different view of the computer
file swapping.
"This behavior is stealing,"
said Jenni Engebretsen, a
spokeswoman for the recording
association."And it's illegal."
Most illegal music downloading and sharing occurs over
peer-to-peer networks. Special
software like Kazaa, LimeWire
and E-Donkey allows users to
share files stored on their computers with other users connected to the Internet.
The recording industry says
that peer-to-peer file-trading
services have cost it more than
20 percent of its business over
the past five years and that the
lawsuits are necessary to help
stamp out on line music piracy.
Among the eight cases
already decided in Louisville,
settlements with the recording
industry have ranged from
$2,750 to $6,800. Default damages of $7,500 and $8.250 were

awarded in two cases where
defendants didn't respond to the
lawsuits.
Brown has filed a response to
the lawsuit indicating why he
believes he should not have to
pay. But, no one has beaten such
a lawsuit and none has even
tried. .. .
Iola Scruse, a 65-year-old
grandmother who lives in
Newburg, said she hardly knows
how to turn on a computer,
much less download music.
Scruse blames her grandchildren
for the alleged downloading of
872 copyrighted files two years
ago.
Scruse said recording industry lawyers offered to settle with
her for $4,000 before suing.
Scruse turned down the offer,
thinking it was a scam. Between
her house payment and medicine for her diabetes, the money
for a settlement just isn't there,
she said.
"I think $4,000 is outrageous," she added.
Engebretsen said the recording association will try to "reach
a reasonable settlement" with
defendants who claim the lawsuits pose a financial hardship.
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Wonka,'Wedding Crashers'
win again at box office

DISH

79 31 57

FUX

ill

By DAVID GERMAIN

WSL-ABC All My Chddren X One LIN to Live
1/31/441K News News Passions X

AP Movie Writer
LOS ANGELES (API
"Charlie and the Chocolate
"Wedding
and
Factory"
Crashers" held off a rush of new
releases to retain the top two
spots at the weekend box office.
But after two straight weekrevenue.
ends of rising
Hollywood slid back into the
slump that has lingered most of
the year. The top 1.2 movies took
in $128.9 million, down 7 percent from the same weekend in
20)4.
"The business was there. It
just got spread pretty thin among
a lot of movies," said Steam
Snyder. head of distribution for
20th Century Fox, whose films
include "Fantastic Four."
"Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory.- starring Johnny Depp
as candyman Willy Wonka,
remained the top movie with
$28.3 million, bringing its 10day total to $114.1 million,
according to studio estimates
Sunday.
Owen Wilson and Vince
Vaughn's "Wedding Crashers"
held on to the No. 2 spot with
$26.2 million, raising its 10-day
total to $80.9 million. "Wedding
Crashers" held up strongly, its
revenues off just 23 percent
from opening weekend, compared to a 50 percent drop on
"Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory."
Bay's cloning
Michael
thriller "The Island" and the
remake of the baseball comedy
"The Bad News Bears" both
debuted weakly.
"The Island," starring Ewan
Scarlett
and
McGregor
Johansson as clones on the run
from a facility that has raised
them as spare body parts, took in
$12.1 million to finish at No. 4.
It came in just behind "Fantastic
Four," which grossed $12.3 million to lift its 17-day haul to
$122.6 million.
Never a critics' darling,
director Bay ("Armageddon,"
"Pearl Harbor") actually earned
somewhat better reviews than
usual for "The Island."
Distributor DreamWorks was
puzzled why Bay's action fans
failed to turn up.
"I don't know. Clearly, it's a
disappointing opening," said
Jim Tharp, DrearnWotics' head
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